Emails to City Council Related
to Rail Received in March 2019

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gmahany@aol.com
Council, City; Filseth, Eric (external); adrianfine@gmail.com; kou.pacc@gmail.com; greg@gregtanaka.org;
liz.kniss@cityofpaloalti.org; tomforcouncil@gmail.com; Cormack, Alison
Caltrain at grade cssings
Sunday, March 17, 2019 11:03:37 AM

Hello All
I know that the tunnel supporters are adamant about their vision of a wonderful tunnel. I do not agree with
their wish full thinking.
However all the grade crossings issues will probably a city wide vote will be needed. Even though I favor
the viaduct with construction activity confined inside the existing Caltrain right of way I am capable of
living with the massive construction disruption and high cost of a tunnel if that is the will of Palo Alto
citizens.
Gary Mahany

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Epstein
Council, City
Churchill Closure impact on Emerson St.
Sunday, March 17, 2019 10:17:24 PM

Dear honorable City Council Members;
I live on Emerson St between Lincoln and Embarcadero and have read what I could of what I had hoped
would be a mitigation plan for the expected dramatic increase in traffic on our block due to the proposed
closure of the Churchill grade crossing.
1. I was shocked to see that the Emerson/Embarcadero intersection was not fully studied - as it states:
"Intersection sign configuration not allowed in HCM analysis." It is recognized that we on our block may
be the most affected section of roadway if Churchill crossing is closed. We are the "cloverleaf" to access
El Camino, Palo Alto High, Trader Joe's, Town and Country, Palo Alto Medical Clinic and Stanford. We
must understand the entire impact of such a closure and have a complete mitigation plan in place and
ready to be implemented. Any shortcut in analysis is dangerous and not acceptable.
2. We are most interested in safety and maintaining a residential environment on our street. It is already
straining both those goals with many cars speeding though our neighborhood along with bikes and
pedestrians crossing the street at the Embarcadero/Emerson St. intersection. Before and after school in
particular, we have a constant stream of bikes and students coming from and going to PALY. The mix of
heavy traffic of cars, trucks and students is bound to have a disastrous accident at any time. A dramatic
increase in the traffic will make it even more dangerous.
3. The idea of a traffic light at the end of the street is an ill conceived solution, especially in light of the
fact that the intersection is not completely studied as of today. Adding traffic not only going Westbound
on Embarcadero from Emerson, but further including a new slew of drivers going Eastbound on
Embarcadero, not to mention some crossing Embarcadero on Emerson in both directions will further
exacerbate an already dangerous and unfair situation.
4. Can we hire a Palo Alto Transportation Officer? It would be nice if we could work with a
knowledgeable, and focused official who works for us and has the time to truly understand the situations
we face everyday. That person would be able to dig deeper and speak to us more if changes are made
that might worsen it.
5. Lastly, we understand that Stanford itself may increase traffic through our neighborhoods with their
approved General Use Permit.
So PLEASE protect our neighborhood, the biking students and all the pedestrians. Please don't increase
traffic on our street.  
Thank you
David Epstein
1118 Emerson St.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Manish Baldua
Council, City
manish baldua
city council - committee of the whole - mar" 18th meeting
Sunday, March 17, 2019 9:48:11 PM

i'd like to take a minute to address the city council.
let me start off by first thanking you all for your time.
my name is manish baldua, i'm a palo alto resident, living at 1545 alma st palo alto 94301.
i'd like to request that the city wide tunnel ( WBP ) option be taken off the table, for 2 reasons:
1. it is the most disruptive option, causing massive environment changes ( including public utilities, vehicle traffic
flows, property seizures via eminent domain & more ).
2. it is also the most expensive option, and irresponsible spending of taxpayer's money.
i'm supportive of continuing to fund the work of the consultants, to help quickly zero in on an option that is least
disruptive and comes at a reasonable cost.
sincerely,
manish baldua
1545 alma st
palo alto ca 94301
408-256-1525

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

k j-m
Council, City
Closing Churchill
Sunday, March 17, 2019 10:57:08 AM
image.png

Hello,
1. Eminent Domain - the taking of my home - needs to be once more - and finally - taken
off the table. If this means that Churchill stays open and I need to get used to much,
much more train noise with the continual increase in train frequency, well ok.  
2. If Churchill is closed, the police and fire response would be up to 10 additional
minutes to get to the 'other' side - such additional minutes could result in the loss of
life and/or property.
3. Whomever continues to think that the taking of our homes is affordable could spend a
few minutes and check Zillow where the homes on Alma that you are considering taken
are all valued well above 3 million. See below.
image.png

4. Living with the shadow of having my home taken is a terrible burden that I would not
wish on anyone. Please take this off - again - finally off the table.
Regards,
K Moreau

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eleanor Laney
Council, City
Closing of Churchill
Saturday, March 16, 2019 9:49:27 PM

Dear City Council,
I am a resident on the 1100 block of Emerson Ave. I am concerned that the analysis conducted by Palo Alto’s
traffic consultants for "Connecting Pal Alto" show a very substantial impact on the block of Emerson between
Lincoln and Embarcadero and the intersection with Embarcadero which doesn’t seem to be addressed in the
mitigation actions proposed. The study showed more than double increases in traffic at these places due to the
Churchill closure and even half these numbers were not acceptable to residents of Churchill Avenue.
Please look carefully at the letter sent to you by our neighbor, Tom Kellerman, as he addresses our concerns in a
detailed and dispassionate way. We would appreciate your attention to his points and reassuring us that you and the
consultants have considered and weighed each point.
Thank you for your time,
Eleanor Laney

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Ann Hazlett
Council, City
Shikada, Ed; kanne.megan@gmail.com
Connecting Palo Alto - Traffic Study - Churchill Ave. Closure Impacts
Sunday, March 17, 2019 9:01:12 PM

March 17, 2019
Honorable Council Members:
I am writing regarding Connecting Palo Alto and the traffic study related to a possible closure of Churchill
Avenue. Aspects of the study were presented by the City's consultants at the March 13, 2019 CAP
meeting which I attended. The presentation revealed fatal flaws. For example, it goes through a tortured,
opaque traffic analysis to prophesize on what will happen at 8 intersections by the year 2030.   However,
the consultant could not even answer my most basic question of what was her underlying assumption
regarding the rate of traffic increase a decade hence.
Throughout this process, we residents have been promised a robust and transparent traffic study.
Further, we were promised appropriate mitigations. In the most appalling example, with respect to the
intersection of Emerson Street and Embarcadero, the Report states that “Intersection Sign configuration
not allowed in HCM analysis”. Apparently what that means is that for technical reasons, the Emerson/
Embarcadero intersection was not included in the specific intersections selected as requiring mitigation,
despite the high level of impact anticipated for that intersection. First, the traffic consultants cannot state
what their underlying assumptions are for traffic increases and secondly they cannot analyze impacts and
mitigations for one of the most impacted intersections, due to algorithmic mumbo jumbo. And you are
making immutable decisions based on this flawed study?
           
I hope you can appreciate my dismay and frustration with this process. I oppose any traffic mitigation
plans that result in a substantial increase in traffic to Professorville residential streets. We need a
mitigation plan that protects the safety of the pedestrians and bicyclists that follow the bicycle /pedestrian
route at the end of Emerson Street to Paly, Town & Country, Stanford and beyond. This is an extremely
heavily traveled rout with safety issues that are already dangerous and represent large liability issues for
the City. Further, our neighborhood opposes the traffic consultant’s abhorrent “concept plan” that turns
Emerson Street, north of Embarcadero, into a three lane street and connects it with Emerson, south of
Embarcadero, by putting a traffic light at Emerson and Embarcadero. This design likely turns our street
into thoroughfare, enabling a large volume of fast-moving traffic north/south through historic
Professorville. We insist on comprehensive, factual traffic data and fairness across the
neighborhoods. Wasn't that the promise?
Sincerely,
Barbara Hazlett
Cc: Ed Shikada, City Manager
       Megan Kanne, CAP Member

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Dave Shen
Council, City; Shikada, Ed
David Shen; Jason Matlof; Jeff Brown; Monica
Emergency/police services vs. Churchill closure
Sunday, March 17, 2019 4:54:35 PM

Distinguished City Council and Staff,
I heard through the grapevine that emergency and police services got wind of our proposal to
close Churchill and their reaction was that it could not be closed due to the need for
emergency vehicles to cross back and forth there. I heard that they would be presenting their
case soon to you all.
Whether this is all hearsay or not, may I suggest that it is time we checked with them on this
issue, and also walk them through the entire reasoning process behind how we got to a point of
favoring a Churchill closure? I'd love to see them have as much information as possible before
they finalize their viewpoint.
We would also be happy to join you in a conversation with emergency and police services as
well. Just let us know.
Thank you for your kind consideration,
David Shen
NOPA
http://www.northoldpaloalto.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

neva yarkin
Council, City
from neva yarkin
Sunday, March 17, 2019 8:07:22 AM

March 17, 2019
Dear Council,
I am tired of eminent domain always popping up and having to
defend my house, neighbors, and friends houses. When will this stop????
The tunnel needs to be taken off the table once and for all! Eminent domain, and costs should
be obvious reasons.
AECOM or other consultants should continue on this project so that we have the detailed
facts.
Community meetings, are a must!!!! This will be the biggest project in Palo Alto, and major
expenditure also, so we need to know what will happen with each new development.
Lastly, continued study needs to be made of traffic mitigations on Embarcadero if Churchill
Ave. is closed. Embarcadero needs a make-over so traffic can flow better on this major
throughway.   
Neva Yarkin
133 Churchill Ave.
Palo Alto

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kellerman, Thomas W.
Council, City
Megan Kanne; Nadia Naik; Shikada, Ed
Connecting Palo Alto - Traffic Report Analysis
Thursday, March 14, 2019 6:23:36 PM
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Honorable City Council Members:
Please see the attached submission with respect to the Connecting Palo Alto Traffic Report. I am
happy to discuss this topic with any of you individually.
Best regards,
Tom
Thomas W. Kellerman

1400 Page Mill Road | Palo Alto, CA 94304
Direct: +1.650.843.7550 | Main: +1.650.843.4000 | Fax: +1.650.843.4001
thomas.kellerman@morganlewis.com | www.morganlewis.com
Assistant: Teresa M. Hillstrom | +1.650.843.7521 | teresa.hillstrom@morganlewis.com

DISCLAIMER
This e-mail message is intended only for the personal use
of the recipient(s) named above. This message may be an
attorney-client communication and as such privileged and
confidential and/or it may include attorney work product.
If you are not an intended recipient, you may not review,
copy or distribute this message. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify us immediately by
e-mail and delete the original message.

Honorable Council Members:
I am writing regarding the Connecting Palo Alto project with respect to the proposed closure of the Churchill Avenue
crossing. I have recently had the opportunity to review the Final Existing Conditions Report dated February 25, 2019
(the “Report”), prepared by the City’s traffic consultant, TJKM. I also attended the CAP meeting held on March 13,
2019 (the “March CAP Meeting”) where these findings were presented and met with some of the representatives of
TJKM following the meeting. I believe there are a number of issues associated with this Report that need to be
carefully considered by the City Council before any final proposals are adopted.
As is typical with this type of analysis, the devil is in the details. I would like to bring several important details to the
attention of the Council as you consider the available alternatives.
Criteria the Council has Agreed to Apply
As you are aware, the City Council expressly required that mitigation activities be incorporated into the planning
process, as follows: Add to Churchill Avenue crossing closed (CAX) idea, “study additional options for addressing traffic
in the Embarcadero Road underpass area including actions to minimize redirected traffic onto residential streets in
adjacent neighborhoods and commit to adopting appropriate mitigations to address the impacts”
See this resolution linked below:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?t=83343.25&BlobID=65728
In connection with this resolution and its previously approved Tier 1 and Tier 2 criteria, the Council has agreed to
implement the following processes:
•
•
•

Consider the impact on traffic on residential streets and work to minimize the effect of changes to the
city’s rail crossings;
As a Tier 1 criteria, as reflected on the agenda for the March 18, 2019 Council meeting, the City has a
commitment for “evaluation criteria to provide clear, safe routes for pedestrians and bikes”; and
The Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan, policy T-3.16 provides as follows: “Keep existing at-grade rail
crossings open to motor vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists, consistent with results of a focused
circulation study and context sensitive alternatives analysis.

The March CAP meeting was the first time we have seen any potential mitigation actions. Many of these potential
actions are fairly complex and the impact of the various alternatives will require careful study by the City staff, the
Council and the public. Specific issues that should be taken into consideration include the matters discussed below.
Process for Selection of Intersections Requiring Mitigation
In its presentation at the March CAP Meeting, TJKM suggested that a total of eight intersections be addressed with
mitigation actions. These were designated in their presentation as “Intersections at unacceptable LOS due to
Churchill Ave Closure”. In my discussion with the TJKM representatives it was explained that the intersections were
selected based on a “HCM” (Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 2000) analysis of the intersections studied in the
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Report. However, with respect to the intersection of Emerson Street and Embarcadero, the Report states that
“Intersection Sign configuration not allowed in HCM analysis”. The consultants informed me that for technical
reasons the Emerson/ Embarcadero intersection was not included in the specific intersections selected as requiring
mitigation, despite the high level of impact anticipated for that intersection. Indeed, the TJKM presentation includes
a TIRE (Traffic Infusion on Residential Environment) analysis and that analysis specifically identifies only one street
that will be impacted by a closing of the Churchill crossing after the suggested mitigation actions, which is Emerson
Street from Channing to Kingsley. This is the exact roadway that includes the intersection of Emerson and
Embarcadero. I am sure you will agree that the City should not ignore the impact on this intersection merely due to
technical limitations inherent in the study algorithm.
As will be made clear by the following discussion, in fact the potential impact on the Emerson Street/ Embarcadero
intersection is likely to be quite substantial and should be of concern to the Council.
Traffic Volume Data
The Report contains many pages of traffic counts at several intersections in Palo Alto. Some relevant traffic counts for
this discussion are set forth below. All of the traffic counts presented are for Westbound traffic only during the twohour morning commute period.
1. Churchill Ave./ Alma St. Intersection. During the two-hour study period, 217 vehicles traveled westbound
from Churchill Ave. into the Alma St. intersection. Of these, 97 vehicles crossed the railroad tracks and the remaining
120 turned right or left onto Alma St.
2. Diverted Traffic Flow. The Report identifies the number of vehicles crossing the tracks at the Churchill Ave.
crossing that will need to be diverted to other crossings if the Churchill crossing is closed:
•
•
•

Crossings directly from Churchill Ave. travelling Westbound: 97
Right turns from Alma St. Southbound to Churchill Ave. Westbound: 245
Left turns from Alma St. Northbound to Churchill Ave. Westbound: 412

Therefore, a total of 754 vehicles crossed at Churchill travelling Westbound during these two hours. All of these
vehicles will need to be diverted to a different crossing if the Churchill crossing is closed.
3. Emerson Street/ Embarcadero Intersection. In the same two-hour period, 204 vehicles turned right from
Emerson St. on to Embarcadero Westbound.1 It is important to note that at this intersection, a right turn is the only
available alternative. Vehicles cannot go straight or turn left at this intersection. The only reason to turn right onto
Embarcadero from Emerson is to cross the railroad tracks.

Please note that the Report indicates traffic volume data for Emerson St. that is reversed between Northbound and Southbound traffic,
which has been confirmed by the TJKM representatives. The intersection traffic numbers are correctly stated in the Report.

1
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Analysis of Traffic Volume Data
There are several logical conclusions that can be drawn from the foregoing traffic data:
1. Churchill Ave. Impact. It is interesting to note that in the two-hour study period, of 754 Westbound
crossings at Churchill Ave., only 97 came from Churchill Ave. itself. The bulk of the crossings come from vehicles
travelling on Alma St. Of Westbound vehicles on Churchill, the majority of those vehicles turn onto Alma St. rather
than crossing the tracks. This suggests that the traffic congestion being suffered on Churchill Ave. in Old Palo Alto
results more from the fact that there is a traffic light at that intersection than from the fact that there is a railroad
crossing. While removing the traffic light would likely alleviate much of this traffic burden, it should be noted that the
removal of the light is not necessitated by the closing of the railroad crossing. These are in fact separate decisions.
2. Anticipated Diversions. TJKM has done some analysis of the likely locations for the diversion of traffic if
the Churchill crossing is closed, although this is not completely predictable. We do know that in the two-hour study
period 754 vehicles travelled Westbound over the crossing. Assuming those vehicles still wish to travel west of the
railroad tracks, they will need to be allocated among other available crossings in the area. The Embarcadero crossing
is by far the closest crossing to Churchill Ave. It seems safe to assume that, unless the traffic burden is unacceptably
high, the Embarcadero crossing will be the first choice for this diversion.
3. Impact on the Emerson/ Embarcadero Intersection. As the Council knows, there is currently no direct
interchange to move traffic from Alma St. Northbound or Southbound onto Embarcadero Westbound. The only way
to accomplish this route is through neighborhood streets. The most direct route to effect this interchange is to turn
from Alma to Lincoln Ave., then turn right onto Emerson St. and then turn right again onto Embarcadero. (Note that
High St. does not connect with Westbound Embarcadero to cross the tracks.) This route has already become an
unofficial cloverleaf on otherwise quiet residential streets, resulting in 204 vehicles on this route in the two-hour
study period. How many of the 754 diverted vehicles would take this route if the Churchill crossing is closed? No one
can know for sure, but it seems intuitively obvious that the volume of traffic on Emerson St. would at least double,
and it could be far worse. If it merely doubled, that would be 408 vehicles, which compares to the 217 vehicles
currently travelling Westbound on Churchill Ave. east of Alma St. (which is a traffic volume that is viewed by the
residents of Churchill as unacceptably high.)
4. Inadequacy of Suggested Mitigation Measures. As noted above, TJKM identified several potential
mitigations in their presentation at the March CAP Meeting, some short-term and some as more conceptual longterm mitigations. However, none of the mitigations (short-term or long-term) addressed diverted traffic that would
intend to cross the tracks Westbound at Embarcadero. They have suggested adding two lights on Alma St., both of
which would facilitate left-hand turns onto Alma. Street. The conceptual long-term mitigation would also facilitate
interchanges onto Alma St. and onto Embarcadero Eastbound. It is important to note that none of the suggested
mitigations in either the short-term or the long-term address diverted traffic wishing to travel Westbound on
Embarcadero.
Importance of the Emerson/ Embarcadero Intersection
The intersection of Emerson St. and Embarcadero is heavily trafficked by pedestrians and bicycles. The east-west
bicycle route from the Bryant St. bicycle corridor to Palo Alto High School, Town & Country and Stanford travels down
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Kingsley, across Emerson St. at Embarcadero and on through the Embarcadero underpass. This route is already
dangerous due to the relatively high volume of vehicular traffic today. In fact, the City had previously approved
various modifications to this intersection to improve the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists, but those changes have
not yet been implemented. Substantially increasing the vehicular traffic at this intersection will meaningfully increase
the risks associated with this interchange.
Conclusion
As the foregoing data and analysis show, the likely impact of a closure of the Churchill crossing on the Emerson/
Embarcadero intersection is very significant, and as yet no mitigations have been suggested to address this impact. In
keeping with the Council’s resolution adopted regarding mitigations, it is incumbent on the Council to require
adequate mitigations prior to approving a closure of the Churchill Ave. crossing.
I welcome the opportunity to meet with any of you individually to discuss these matters further. Thank you for your
time and commitment to this important process.
Sincerely,
Thomas W. Kellerman
Cc: Ed Shikada, City Manager
Megan Kanne, CAP Member
Nadia Naik, CAP Member
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ivan hom
Council, City
Fw: Abridged summary of paloaltocitizens@googlegroups.com - 1 update in 1 topic
Sunday, March 17, 2019 10:23:23 AM

Hello City Council
I am a resident of midtown in Palo Alto. Please have a viaduct for the train crossing Palo Alto due to
financial and engineering concerns, all other possibilities have severe downsides.
Thanks;
Ivan Hom
----- Forwarded Message ----From: "paloaltocitizens@googlegroups.com" <paloaltocitizens@googlegroups.com>
To: Abridged recipients <paloaltocitizens@googlegroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 17, 2019, 5:00:09 AM PDT
Subject: Abridged summary of paloaltocitizens@googlegroups.com - 1 update in 1 topic

paloaltocitizens@googlegroups.com

Google Groups

Today's topic summary
View all topics

Please send EMAIL to City Council on Grade Separation - South Palo Alto Tunnel. - 1 Update

Please send EMAIL to City Council on Grade Separation South Palo Alto Tunnel.
paloaltocitizens@gmail.com: Mar 16 11:19PM -0700

Dear Neighbors,
Please note the City Council will soon decide to extend the current
consultant contract and to include South Palo Alto Tunnel analysis in the
extended contract.
...more
Back to top

You received this digest because you're subscribed to updates for this group. You can change your settings on the
group membership page.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it send an email to
paloaltocitizens+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

jeffrey lipkin
Council, City
nadianaik@gmail.com
Grade Separation
Friday, March 8, 2019 5:58:44 PM

Dear Council members,

I think that Palo Alto citizens
(including council members)
are smoking a dangerous form of opium
if they support the billion dollar alternatives
for grade separation at the tracks.
Jeff Lipkin

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kellerman, Thomas W.
Council, City
Megan Kanne; Nadia Naik; Shikada, Ed
Connecting Palo Alto - Traffic Report Analysis
Thursday, March 14, 2019 6:23:36 PM
Rail Letter - City Council 031419.docx

Honorable City Council Members:
Please see the attached submission with respect to the Connecting Palo Alto Traffic Report. I am
happy to discuss this topic with any of you individually.
Best regards,
Tom
Thomas W. Kellerman

1400 Page Mill Road | Palo Alto, CA 94304
Direct: +1.650.843.7550 | Main: +1.650.843.4000 | Fax: +1.650.843.4001
thomas.kellerman@morganlewis.com | www.morganlewis.com
Assistant: Teresa M. Hillstrom | +1.650.843.7521 | teresa.hillstrom@morganlewis.com

DISCLAIMER
This e-mail message is intended only for the personal use
of the recipient(s) named above. This message may be an
attorney-client communication and as such privileged and
confidential and/or it may include attorney work product.
If you are not an intended recipient, you may not review,
copy or distribute this message. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify us immediately by
e-mail and delete the original message.

Honorable Council Members:
I am writing regarding the Connecting Palo Alto project with respect to the proposed closure of the Churchill Avenue
crossing. I have recently had the opportunity to review the Final Existing Conditions Report dated February 25, 2019
(the “Report”), prepared by the City’s traffic consultant, TJKM. I also attended the CAP meeting held on March 13,
2019 (the “March CAP Meeting”) where these findings were presented and met with some of the representatives of
TJKM following the meeting. I believe there are a number of issues associated with this Report that need to be
carefully considered by the City Council before any final proposals are adopted.
As is typical with this type of analysis, the devil is in the details. I would like to bring several important details to the
attention of the Council as you consider the available alternatives.
Criteria the Council has Agreed to Apply
As you are aware, the City Council expressly required that mitigation activities be incorporated into the planning
process, as follows: Add to Churchill Avenue crossing closed (CAX) idea, “study additional options for addressing traffic
in the Embarcadero Road underpass area including actions to minimize redirected traffic onto residential streets in
adjacent neighborhoods and commit to adopting appropriate mitigations to address the impacts”
See this resolution linked below:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?t=83343.25&BlobID=65728
In connection with this resolution and its previously approved Tier 1 and Tier 2 criteria, the Council has agreed to
implement the following processes:
•
•
•

Consider the impact on traffic on residential streets and work to minimize the effect of changes to the
city’s rail crossings;
As a Tier 1 criteria, as reflected on the agenda for the March 18, 2019 Council meeting, the City has a
commitment for “evaluation criteria to provide clear, safe routes for pedestrians and bikes”; and
The Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan, policy T-3.16 provides as follows: “Keep existing at-grade rail
crossings open to motor vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists, consistent with results of a focused
circulation study and context sensitive alternatives analysis.

The March CAP meeting was the first time we have seen any potential mitigation actions. Many of these potential
actions are fairly complex and the impact of the various alternatives will require careful study by the City staff, the
Council and the public. Specific issues that should be taken into consideration include the matters discussed below.
Process for Selection of Intersections Requiring Mitigation
In its presentation at the March CAP Meeting, TJKM suggested that a total of eight intersections be addressed with
mitigation actions. These were designated in their presentation as “Intersections at unacceptable LOS due to
Churchill Ave Closure”. In my discussion with the TJKM representatives it was explained that the intersections were
selected based on a “HCM” (Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 2000) analysis of the intersections studied in the
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Report. However, with respect to the intersection of Emerson Street and Embarcadero, the Report states that
“Intersection Sign configuration not allowed in HCM analysis”. The consultants informed me that for technical
reasons the Emerson/ Embarcadero intersection was not included in the specific intersections selected as requiring
mitigation, despite the high level of impact anticipated for that intersection. Indeed, the TJKM presentation includes
a TIRE (Traffic Infusion on Residential Environment) analysis and that analysis specifically identifies only one street
that will be impacted by a closing of the Churchill crossing after the suggested mitigation actions, which is Emerson
Street from Channing to Kingsley. This is the exact roadway that includes the intersection of Emerson and
Embarcadero. I am sure you will agree that the City should not ignore the impact on this intersection merely due to
technical limitations inherent in the study algorithm.
As will be made clear by the following discussion, in fact the potential impact on the Emerson Street/ Embarcadero
intersection is likely to be quite substantial and should be of concern to the Council.
Traffic Volume Data
The Report contains many pages of traffic counts at several intersections in Palo Alto. Some relevant traffic counts for
this discussion are set forth below. All of the traffic counts presented are for Westbound traffic only during the twohour morning commute period.
1. Churchill Ave./ Alma St. Intersection. During the two-hour study period, 217 vehicles traveled westbound
from Churchill Ave. into the Alma St. intersection. Of these, 97 vehicles crossed the railroad tracks and the remaining
120 turned right or left onto Alma St.
2. Diverted Traffic Flow. The Report identifies the number of vehicles crossing the tracks at the Churchill Ave.
crossing that will need to be diverted to other crossings if the Churchill crossing is closed:
•
•
•

Crossings directly from Churchill Ave. travelling Westbound: 97
Right turns from Alma St. Southbound to Churchill Ave. Westbound: 245
Left turns from Alma St. Northbound to Churchill Ave. Westbound: 412

Therefore, a total of 754 vehicles crossed at Churchill travelling Westbound during these two hours. All of these
vehicles will need to be diverted to a different crossing if the Churchill crossing is closed.
3. Emerson Street/ Embarcadero Intersection. In the same two-hour period, 204 vehicles turned right from
Emerson St. on to Embarcadero Westbound.1 It is important to note that at this intersection, a right turn is the only
available alternative. Vehicles cannot go straight or turn left at this intersection. The only reason to turn right onto
Embarcadero from Emerson is to cross the railroad tracks.

Please note that the Report indicates traffic volume data for Emerson St. that is reversed between Northbound and Southbound traffic,
which has been confirmed by the TJKM representatives. The intersection traffic numbers are correctly stated in the Report.

1
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Analysis of Traffic Volume Data
There are several logical conclusions that can be drawn from the foregoing traffic data:
1. Churchill Ave. Impact. It is interesting to note that in the two-hour study period, of 754 Westbound
crossings at Churchill Ave., only 97 came from Churchill Ave. itself. The bulk of the crossings come from vehicles
travelling on Alma St. Of Westbound vehicles on Churchill, the majority of those vehicles turn onto Alma St. rather
than crossing the tracks. This suggests that the traffic congestion being suffered on Churchill Ave. in Old Palo Alto
results more from the fact that there is a traffic light at that intersection than from the fact that there is a railroad
crossing. While removing the traffic light would likely alleviate much of this traffic burden, it should be noted that the
removal of the light is not necessitated by the closing of the railroad crossing. These are in fact separate decisions.
2. Anticipated Diversions. TJKM has done some analysis of the likely locations for the diversion of traffic if
the Churchill crossing is closed, although this is not completely predictable. We do know that in the two-hour study
period 754 vehicles travelled Westbound over the crossing. Assuming those vehicles still wish to travel west of the
railroad tracks, they will need to be allocated among other available crossings in the area. The Embarcadero crossing
is by far the closest crossing to Churchill Ave. It seems safe to assume that, unless the traffic burden is unacceptably
high, the Embarcadero crossing will be the first choice for this diversion.
3. Impact on the Emerson/ Embarcadero Intersection. As the Council knows, there is currently no direct
interchange to move traffic from Alma St. Northbound or Southbound onto Embarcadero Westbound. The only way
to accomplish this route is through neighborhood streets. The most direct route to effect this interchange is to turn
from Alma to Lincoln Ave., then turn right onto Emerson St. and then turn right again onto Embarcadero. (Note that
High St. does not connect with Westbound Embarcadero to cross the tracks.) This route has already become an
unofficial cloverleaf on otherwise quiet residential streets, resulting in 204 vehicles on this route in the two-hour
study period. How many of the 754 diverted vehicles would take this route if the Churchill crossing is closed? No one
can know for sure, but it seems intuitively obvious that the volume of traffic on Emerson St. would at least double,
and it could be far worse. If it merely doubled, that would be 408 vehicles, which compares to the 217 vehicles
currently travelling Westbound on Churchill Ave. east of Alma St. (which is a traffic volume that is viewed by the
residents of Churchill as unacceptably high.)
4. Inadequacy of Suggested Mitigation Measures. As noted above, TJKM identified several potential
mitigations in their presentation at the March CAP Meeting, some short-term and some as more conceptual longterm mitigations. However, none of the mitigations (short-term or long-term) addressed diverted traffic that would
intend to cross the tracks Westbound at Embarcadero. They have suggested adding two lights on Alma St., both of
which would facilitate left-hand turns onto Alma. Street. The conceptual long-term mitigation would also facilitate
interchanges onto Alma St. and onto Embarcadero Eastbound. It is important to note that none of the suggested
mitigations in either the short-term or the long-term address diverted traffic wishing to travel Westbound on
Embarcadero.
Importance of the Emerson/ Embarcadero Intersection
The intersection of Emerson St. and Embarcadero is heavily trafficked by pedestrians and bicycles. The east-west
bicycle route from the Bryant St. bicycle corridor to Palo Alto High School, Town & Country and Stanford travels down
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Kingsley, across Emerson St. at Embarcadero and on through the Embarcadero underpass. This route is already
dangerous due to the relatively high volume of vehicular traffic today. In fact, the City had previously approved
various modifications to this intersection to improve the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists, but those changes have
not yet been implemented. Substantially increasing the vehicular traffic at this intersection will meaningfully increase
the risks associated with this interchange.
Conclusion
As the foregoing data and analysis show, the likely impact of a closure of the Churchill crossing on the Emerson/
Embarcadero intersection is very significant, and as yet no mitigations have been suggested to address this impact. In
keeping with the Council’s resolution adopted regarding mitigations, it is incumbent on the Council to require
adequate mitigations prior to approving a closure of the Churchill Ave. crossing.
I welcome the opportunity to meet with any of you individually to discuss these matters further. Thank you for your
time and commitment to this important process.
Sincerely,
Thomas W. Kellerman
Cc: Ed Shikada, City Manager
Megan Kanne, CAP Member
Nadia Naik, CAP Member
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

carlin otto
Council, City
NO VIADUCT
Friday, March 8, 2019 7:36:25 AM

Dear City Council
If you personally are not willing to sleep in the shadow of an active
viaduct then you need to VOTE AGAINST IT.
Gari Gene
231 Whitclem Court
Palo Alto, CA 94306

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Djokic
Council, City; paloaltocitizens@gmail.com; Filseth, Eric (external); adrianfine@gmail.com; kou.pacc@gmail.com;
greg@gregtanaka.org; Kniss, Liz (internal); tomforcouncil@gmail.com; Cormack, Alison
please consider
Sunday, March 17, 2019 11:16:51 AM

Dear City Council members,
Thank you for your efforts to serve our city and protect the values of our community. We have
lived on Edlee Avenue close to the Charleston crossing for 15 years. The tracks have been a
source of relentless stress for our neighborhood. There was the rash of tragedies that occurred
exactly while our children were attending Gunn. It got to where when a train was idling in
place that all our hearts nearly stopped. Then we held our breath for years as crossing guards
kept watch which was merely a reminder that the deeper problem has not yet been resolved.
Before long the massive buses for the many tech companies that use the Charleston corridor as
a main thoroughfare began to take rule over our lives. How many times I have found myself
watching out for children on their bikes to and from school made nearly invisible by all the
cars and buses trying to get across the tracks before the next train passes by. People do crazy
things to get to where they need to go faster. If there are trains passing by every ten minutes
how in the world will any of us function with civility any more? I sometimes have to wait for
10 minutes before someone will let me into traffic to turn on Charleston when the trains are
passing and that is often when children are filtering through on their bikes from school. It is a
matter of time before we have a tragic accident with bicyclists and pedestrians trying to use
Charleston to get home or to the park.
Stress has such a direct impact on the well being of our children and overall community. We
need the trains for all the right reasons. But it is essential that we find the safest means to
accomplish our goals. We are so very far from being a third world country. The self driving
cars were developed and tested in our neighborhood, the drones were test flown by their
designers before they became common, the Tesla headquarters is just down the way. We are at
the cutting edge of everything the world recognizes as forward moving and yet we cannot
figure out a way to allow for increased rail service, provide safe bike routes for everyone and
reduce congestion. Can we not draw on that same creative talent that puts Palo Alto at the
leading edge of technology to figure out something so concrete and so essential to our leading
productive healthy lives? Tunneling the train at East Meadow and Charleston crossing should
be mandatory and viewed as a life saving measure not merely an option.
Everyone's conscience must be invested in these most critical decisions that are going to
determine the future of our community. Palo Alto should be a shining example for the rest of
the world not just for its wealth and success for for its care and concern for the well being of
its children and community and the environment.
Most sincerely,
Michelle Djokic
229 Edlee Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94306

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

carlin otto
Council, City
Please remove VIADUCT from all options
Friday, March 8, 2019 7:26:17 AM

Dear City Council
Please vote t o REMOVE completely the viaduct option from
the list of options you are considering for the Rail.
Specifically, vote to remove this option:
Meadow Drive and Charleston Road | Viaduct (MCV)
Thank You
Carlin Otto
231 Whitclem Court
Palo Alto, CA 94306

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Megan Kanne
Council, City
Public Comment: Connecting Palo Alto Project Update
Sunday, March 17, 2019 8:28:27 PM

Dear City Council Members,
I'd like to share these public comments with respect to the Connecting Palo Alto Project
Update: Schedule, Timeline, and Contract Amendment on March 18, 2019.
I believe Staff's recommended changes to the Evaluation Criteria are in line with the
community's emerging values as they have been expressed to the CAP. The right-of-way
acquisition and eminent domain criteria could be improved further. The community is not
concerned about eminent domain due to cost but due to community impacts and, as was
evident at the mid-2018 Council meetings about Churchill last year, it is of high importance.
Therefore I'd propose that this criteria be moved into Tier 1 and read "Community impact:
minimize right-of-way acquisition by eminent domain."
Before approving a contract amendment, I hope that the Council receives final language and
numbers so that proper oversight can be performed by the Council.
I am in favor of the updated timeline. However, there remain a significant number of
unknowns relating to this project including passing tracks, the GUP, freight operations, and
design exceptions, among others. In the interest of making a decision given this ambiguity, I
ask that the Council request that these unknowns be explicitly enumerated and their impact
considered for each of the remaining alternatives. This would allow us to understand the
remaining risks associated with each alternative.
I'd like to thank AECOM and TJKM for their work on the traffic study. In light of the inability
of the HCM analysis to include mitigations for Emerson street and it's intersection with
Embarcadero, I'd ask that the Council affirmatively request mitigation analysis for those road
segments equivalent to the analysis already done for the other eight intersections.
Finally, I hope that the Staff can provide the Council an update on the search for a Chief
Transportation Officer. Adopting the proposed timeline without backfilling this position will
continue to put strain on Staff. In the absence of the CAP, which has its last meeting last week,
a Chief Transportation Officer is needed to provide local context to the contractors and
oversight of the project.
Thank you for your commitment to making Palo Alto safer and improving connectivity in our
city. I'm happy to discuss any of the above further.
Regards,
Megan Kanne
Caltrain Grade Separations CAP Member, University South

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allen Edwards
Council, City
Rail Committee
Saturday, March 16, 2019 7:41:06 AM

Hi,
I live at 186 Coleridge Ave which is close to the Churchill crossing. I have watched a video of
the proposed trench and urge you to take this proposal off the table. The disruption of traffic
on Alma during what is undoubtedly a multi year construction project (see creak bridge
rebuild on 101 as a reference) should cause its removal without even considering the need to
take people's property, which should also weigh heavily on the decision.
I urge you to just close the Churchill crossing. For me personally this would be a benefit as
virtually all of my use of that intersection is to turn left onto Alma. Because the train interrupts
that left turn now do to lack of synchronization, I go through city streets (Bryan) to Page Mill
instead. Closing the crossing will allow me to use the intersection without risking a 5 minute
delay.
I also know that the traffic on Churchill impacts negatively residents across from Paly. We
have friends there who would love to have Churchill closed at the tracks so that they can get
the traffic out of their neighborhood.
I know closing Churchill will be seen as a negative by some people but I wanted you to know
that it would be seen as a positive to others regardless of the train issues. It is more of a some
like it and some don't solution rather than an inconvenience to all.
Allen Edwards

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hing Sham
Council, City
South Palo Alto Rail Tunnel
Sunday, March 17, 2019 7:40:42 AM

Dear council members, I live In Charleston Meadows. Our family’s preference is for a tunnel at the rail pass at the
junction of Charleston and Alma. Thanks for your attention.   Hing Sham
Sent from Hing's iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

carlin otto
Council, City
Tunnel for the FUTURE
Sunday, March 17, 2019 7:32:21 AM

Dear City Council Members
The decision you make for dealing with the railroad tracks and the train will last
for at least ONE HUNDRED years. Please think into the future
for Palo Alto. CHOOSE THE TUNNEL. Choose the BEST for us.
Every city in the world that has installed a viaduct has regretted it
within just a few years: the noise, the dust + dirt thrown around, the division of their
neighborhoods, the useless land underneath the viaduct structure, the ugliness,.
Please envision our future with the transportation advantages of the train
but WITHOUT its problems. BURY IT. Once the tunnel is in place it can
expand in the future (like London, Paris, New York) down to many levels and support
many tracks. This is our "metro", our "subway".
- A tunnel will merge Palo Alto into ONE city.
- A tunnel will allow new, unlimited, cheap, safe east-west movement of cars, bikes, people.
- A tunnel will allow us to build parks, bike paths, tennis courts, etc on the land
on TOP of the tunnel.
Tax me !!!! I will gladly pay for this vision.
Carlin Otto
231 Whitclem Court
Palo Alto, CA 94306

Part 2: Emails Related to Rail Received in
the Second Half of December 2018

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

martin@sommer.net
Council, City
arobeso@menlopark.org
Attn: Rail Committee, Palo Alto
Thursday, December 6, 2018 4:57:59 PM

Email sent to Angela Obeso, City of Menlo Park:
Please address the issue of: a) closing the Palo Alto Ave rail crossing, in conjunction with b)
taking Alma directly across the creek between Menlo Park and Palo Alto.
Thank you!
Martin

-Martin Sommer
650-346-5307
martin@sommer.net
http://www.linkedin.com/in/martinsommer
"Turn technical vision into reality."

-------- Original Message --------

Subject:Great meeting you last night
Date:2018-12-06 10:24
From:martin@sommer.net
To:arobeso@menlopark.org
Good morning Angela,
It was great meeting you last night at the Menlo Park Caltrain meeting. I had proposed the
idea of closing the Palo Alto Ave rail crossing in Palo Alto, and taking Alma directly across
the creek between Menlo Park and Palo Alto. I had also suggested moving the small El Palo
Alto Park to the other side of the tracks, and extend the El Camino Park.
This idea would: a) eliminate the cost of another grade separation, b) eliminate train noise
wrt to current crossing, and c) lower the number of track crossings, between Menlo Park
and Palo Alto.
Please let me know, if I can help you explain this idea to Menlo Park and/or Palo Alto stake
holders.
Thanks again,
Martin
-Martin Sommer
650-346-5307
martin@sommer.net
http://www.linkedin.com/in/martinsommer
"Turn technical vision into reality."

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ashwinee Khaladkar
Council, City
Caltrain crossing in S. Palo Alto: Public Comment for Mon City Council Mtg Dec 17.2018
Monday, December 17, 2018 8:54:10 AM

Dear Palo Alto City Council Members,
I would like to put in my voice in support of trench or tunnel option.
I strongly believe we need to consider a solution that works long term both functionally and aesthetically. I think the
opinions of residents must count far more than residents of other areas in Palo Alto. Residents of Los Altos who are
heavy users of Charleston and Meadow streets should also be required to pay for any option that is finally deployed
for these two intersections.
I am repeating below what some other members have said very well on this topic. Additionally I would bring to
your attention that many developing countries are developing underground rail systems far better that what is being
proposed here and I cannot help but ask the question why can't it be done here ? I

Visual – A wall or a viaduct will have the train high in the air, tracks starting about 14 feet in the air
and with the train and wires as high as 40 feet high. This would be terrible, not only would I be
looking at this in my back yard but may other residents will see it from far away. The Shallow
Trench would solve this problem. Noise and Vibration – With the train higher up the noise would
travel farther affecting many neighborhoods. The Shallow Trench I believe is the best solution for
reducing noise. Connectivity – Palo Alto has always been a friendly city to bicycle and walk
around. The wall or Viaduct creates a barrier and separation of Palo Alto. It would seem like Palo
Alto would be separated East and West. Impact on children riding their bikes to school. East
meadow there are many children ridding their bikes to JLS, and on Charleston we have many
riding their bikes to Gun. It would be easier for them to cross over the tracks with an elevation gain
of 2 to 4 feet versus going down an underpass of over 16 feet. I always thought of Palo Alto as
being a bike friendly city. The Shallow Trench is the better option for bicycles. Construction – I
understand that the Wall and Viaduct are easier to construct, because this is a more common
method, but Palo Alto has to live with this decision for many years and it is important to make the
right decision what will serve our community after all the construction is done. The Wall and
Shallow Trench will have construction inconvenience. As a resident I am willing to live with this
inconvenience as long as the right decision to construct the Shallow Trench is chosen. Water
tables and the creeks will be a challenge for the Shallow Trench. I believe this can be overcome
with some engineering. The creeks are already engineered. I believe the engineers could figure
this out. Property Values – The Wall or Viaduct would lower property values. I personally will be
getting a property valuation before and after and may join a law suit if property values have
lowered significantly. Shallow Trench will have the least impact on lowering property values. Costs
– I do not have current cost estimate but according to a HSR Alternative Analysis Report, the
Aerial Viaduct is 59 Million and the Open Trench is 110 million. I do not think the choice should be
based on the lowest cost. The City of Palo Alto residents have to live with this choice. I believe
there are financing arrangements that can be made. Shallow Trench is the only Alternative that is
right for the community in spite of cost. All of the feedback that I have heard from the
neighborhood, is that the Shallow Trench is the best option. There currently are 560 neighbors
that signed a petition saying they do not what the train elevated. I believe that the Shallow Trench
is the only option and I believe the community of Charleston Meadows strongly agrees.
Thank you,
Ashwinee

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bonny Parke
Council, City
Freightless tunnel option
Sunday, December 16, 2018 6:24:14 PM

Dear City Council Members,
Please explore this option suggested by Nadia Naik:
"Nadia Naik has researched and put forward another option for the Council to study, which is
a tunnel only for Charleston and Meadow with Caltrain in the tunnel and freight on top
("freightless tunnel"), and she estimates the cost at $550M (her comparables from downtown
SF tunnel)."
I have already spoken at a subcommittee meeting on rail options, and this option seems
doable. Thank you for your hard work on this important issue.
Bonny
Bonny Parke, Ph.D.
3292 South Court, Palo Alto, CA 94306 (close to East Meadow crossing)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kass
Council, City
Fw: We urge you to remove all raised rail options for S Palo Alto intersections at the council meeting on Monday
Monday, December 17, 2018 10:58:11 AM
List of Palo Alto residents who don"t want any raised rail options for S PA intersections.pdf
Why No Raised Rail.pdf

Hi all,
I agree with Parag. Please review options and try to find ones that would not close 3 lanes of Alma Street for months and years
totally disrupting traffic patterns.
A tunnel for Caltrain leaving freight trains at ground level seems the best solution today
Kathleen Goldfein
Resident on Alma Street in a South Palo Alto

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
On Sunday, December 16, 2018, 3:55 AM, Parag Patkar <parag@virtunetsystems.com> wrote:
Dear Cory, Lydia, Adrian, Greg (Tanaka), Tom, Greg (Scharff), Karen, Liz, Eric, Ed, and Rob,

First of all I appreciate you all taking the bull by the horns and moving forward aggressively to finalize grade separation options for
the Palo Alto train-road intersections by early 2019.
I would again like to bring to your attention that there is fierce opposition from residents in S Palo Alto to both raised rail options viaduct (train on a tall structure) and hybrid (train on wall) for Charleston and Meadow intersections, that are on the agenda for
Monday's Council meeting.

Attached is a list of 500 residents (names and addresses) who have asked me to convey this opinion to the Council and City Staff.

I am also attaching some comments on Nextdoor from folks who have lived in places where trains run on elevated structures.

At the City Council meeting on Monday, we urge you to remove all raised rail options from consideration.

Respectfully,

Parag

Parag Patkar
4117 Park Blvd
cell (510) 418 2912
parag@virtunetsystems.com
-You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Palo Alto Citizens" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to
paloaltocitizens+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To view this discussion on the web visit

https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/paloaltocitizens/007101d4951d%2420cec900%24626c5b00%24%40virtunetsystems.com.
For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout.

List of Palo Alto residents, alphabetically sorted by street name, who oppose any
raised rail options (both viaduct and Hybrid) for Charleston and Meadow
intersections.
#
First Name
Last Name
Street#
Street Name
Zip
Carmela
Ciral
4065
2nd
Street
94306
1
Kim
4079 2nd Street
94306
2 Engenne
Lin
4082 2nd Street
94306
3 Wesky
Meggwra
4032 2nd Street
94306
4 Rubert
Schwerer
4059 2nd Street
94306
5 C.
Shants
4071 2nd Street
94306
6 Cary
Valame
4039 2nd Street
94306
7 Neel
Valame
4039 2nd Street
94306
8 Raj
Candice
Wheeler
4134
Abel
Avenue
94306
9
Park
455 Alder Lane
94306
10 Heewon
Anne Fogel
441 Alger Drive
94306
11 Marie
Hongxia
Xiong
430
Alger
Drive
94306
12
Goldfein
3163 Alma Street
94306
13 Kathleen
Goldfein
3163 Alma Street
94306
14 Kathleen
Hom
3483 Alma Village Circle
94306
15 Dawne
Hom
3483 Alma Village Circle
94306
16 Ivan
Rachael
Cox
437
Amarillo
Ave.
94306
17
Aeal
609 Arastradero Road
94306
18 Elaine
Bhaskar
580 Arastradero Road
94306
19 Gaya
Lakshmi
Muralidharan
580
Arastradero
Road
94306
20
Rostriguey
574 Arastradero Road
94306
21 Marta
Rice
670 Ashton Ave.
94306
22 Christy
Brown
325 Barclay Ct.
94306
23 Dennis
Brown
325 Barclay Ct.
94306
24 Jake
Brown-Rate
325 Barclay Ct.
94306
25 Faith
Koppe
315 Barclay Ct.
94306
26 Sandra
Passell
315 Barclay Ct.
94306
27 Matt
KC
Keith
4023
Ben
Lomond
94306
28
Levy
810 Bruca Drive
94306
29 Laurie
Dong
3560 Bryant street
94306
30 Elizabeth
Paul
Seaver
3638
Bryant
Street
94306
31
mommessin
3726 Carlson Circle
94306
32 Jean-marc
Perkins
3712 Carlson Circle
94306
33 Tim
Chriss
282 Carolina Lane
94306
34 Nicola
Sham
241 Carolina Lane
94306
35 Hing
Bob
Adle
291
Carolina
Ln
94306
36
Carrick
361 Carolina Ln
94306
37 Edith
Chiachio
282 Carolina Ln
94306
38 Ester
Min
Chung
442
Carolina
Ln
94306
39
Eck
292 Carolina Ln
94306
40 Douglas
Fiennes
341 Carolina Ln
94306
41 Claire
Fiennes
341 Carolina Ln
94306
42 Hugo

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

Anne
Lee
Lowt
Choi
Xiaohua
Jack
Mattison
Trene
Kevin
kathleen
Amie
Ying
Oscar
Eva
Stephen
Chikako
Neera
Venkat
Pauline
Michael
Jane
Mark
Lori
Nisha
Brian
Lori
Susan
Jason
David
lei
Katherine
Linda
Mike
Mercia
Ana
Anne
Yi
Jihong
Karen
Cristiana
A
S.
Xiangqim
Zhengqi
Harry
Curis
MB

Hessing
Hsiand
Lakye
Lee
Liu
Liu
Lutini
Mata
Moore
murren
Neff
On
Redondo
Shen
Shigematsu
Shigmatsu
Sohoni
Sohoni
Tran
Wu
Xue
Segato
McCormick
Datta
McCormick
McCormick
Burnett
Matlof
Shen
lin
Lose'
Jensen
Li
Zheng
Funes
Schmtt
Zhang
Fang
Schreiber
Costa
Fiedzienly
Fiedzivsko
Hu
Li
Maklee
May
McGrath

431
362
291
241
252
422
271
327
251
351
292
371
282
422
462
462
342
342
362
371
281
1225
764
797
764
764
118
128
764
724
241
866
866
1133
2344
3496
3416
183
4212
4265
4268
4216
4236
4206
4212
4265

Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carolina Ln
Carson Street
Cereza Dr
Cereza Drive
Cereza Drive
Cereza Drive
Christopher ct
Churchill Avenue
Churchill Avenue
Clara drive
Coastland Drive
Colorado Ave
Colorado ave
Colorado Ave
Colorado Avenue
Columbia Street
Cowper St
Cowper st.
Creekside Drive
Darlington Ct.
Darlington Ct.
Darlington Ct.
Darlington Ct.
Darlington Ct.
Darlington Ct.
Darlington Ct.
Darlington Ct.

94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94301
94301
94303
94303
94301
94303
94303
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306

90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136

I
Youxiang
Anna
Kevin
Yi
Lillian
Han
Xun
Diwret
Roxanne
Jean
Ying
Rebacca
Mary
Aleqeksandr
Patrice
Ying
Jean
Michael
Jawahar
Karen
Kathy
Shachi
Lucy
Carol
Jim
Brian
Michelle
Becky
Craig
Angela
Joanna
Trevor
Kyung
Yoon
Anne
John
Diana
Krista
Andrea
Keith
Jaime
Anakarid
Mark
Nicolas
Ken
Keri

Purse
Wang
Wang
Wang
Zheng
Arajon
Chen
Liu
Lou McCourt
Patel
Wang
Zhang
Marasco
Shaw
Shvets
Banal
Fong
Qiu
Wessel
Chiguruapti
Kalinsky
Lierle
Bahl
Baldwin
Bly
Bly
Cooper
Djolic
Epstein
Evans
Feng
Jiao
Jones
Jung
Jung
Littleboy
Littleboy
Luberman
McDermott
Moore
Reckdahl
Ross
Salles
Talbott
Talbott
Wagner
Wagner

4224
4236
4240
4240
4216
255
250
290
270
230
271
290
307
363
431
272
110
110
272
818
210
970
297
330
261
261
237
229
256
257
255
390
311
295
295
234
234
257
291
250
256
380
361
229
229
311
311

Darlington Ct.
Darlington Ct.
Darlington Ct.
Darlington Ct.
Darlington Ct.
Davenport Way
Davenport Way
Davenport Way
Davenport Way
Davenport Way
Davenport Way
Davenport Way
Diablo Ct.
Diablo Ct.
Dinahs Ct
East Charleston Rd
East Charleston Rd
East Charleston Rd
East Charleston Rd
East Meadow Drive
East Meadow Drive
Ecsinore Court
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.

94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94303
94306
94303
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306

137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183

James
Lindsay
Sergei
Elizabeth
Jim
Jinghong
Ashish
Sonia
David
Lianying
Paula
Ana
Karen
Deyu
Samir
Jennifer
Nicholas
Rinat
Nikki
Sophie
Miriam
Jonathan
Suman
Franklin
Vanessa
Nancy
Calvin
Jayendu
Jaya
Crystal
Peir
LYNDA
Chris
Valerie
Shesleara
Davina
Sunita
payvand
Betsy
Anamari
Ceabi
Johanna
Marius
Casie
Manjusree
Katie
Prerana

Young
Zosmo
Lopatin
Cowie
Cowie
Liu
Patwardhan
Patwardhan
Collins
Duan
Collins
Barabas
Brannon
Hu
Mittal
Ramberg
Hall
Beeri
Narang
Ravel
Brown
Brown
Kasturia
Shifrin
You
Hogan
Chen
Jayendu
Pandey
Botham
Wen Xu
HEIDEN
Proia
Stinson
Ballopos
Brown
Sarin
kadivar
Dickie
Eng
Senguta
Sunden
Milner
Walker
Bose
O'Conner
Vaidya

255
381
#12,4173
189
189
181
316
316
110
122
110
340
193
109
271
151
3089
742
281
275
415
415
253
3120
3142
814
419
580
580
610
660
122
111
151
2809
3525
3161
1454
190
4167
2820
730
3513
550
528
772
3533

Edlee Ave.
Edlee Ave.
El Camino Real
El Dorado Ave
El Dorado Ave
El Verano Ave
El Verano Avenue
El Verano Avenue
Ely PL
Ely Pl
Ely Place
Ely Place
Ely Place
Ely place
Ely Place
Ely Place
Emerson St.
Encina Grande Drive
Fernando Ave
Fernando ave
Fernando Avenue
Fernando Avenue
Ferne Ave
Flowers Lane
Flowers ln
Garland Drive
Gene Ct.
Georgia Ave
Georgia Ave
Georgia Avenue
Glenbrook Dr.
Greenmeadow Way
Greenmeadow Way
Greenmeadow Way
Greer Road
Greer Road
Greer Road
Hamilton ave
Heather Lane
Hubbartt Drive
Illinios Street
Josina Ave
Julie Ct
Kelly Way
Kendall Ave
Kendall Ave
La Mata Way

94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
95306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94303
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94303
94303
94301
94303
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306

184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209

Peter
Roberta
Rich
Ali
Jessica
Douglas
Lisa
Robert
Sarah
Christopher
Karen
Vasui
T.R.
Lucy
Cindy
Cheryl
Daniel
Pearlin
Christine
Christine
Lina
Susanne
Zhen
Scilly
Laura
DIANA

Streiff
Stone
Kimble
Vand
Vand
Ha
Lawrence
March
Nguyen
Ouk
Ouk
Dhir
Ranganath
Wu
Kao
Basden
Lilienstein
Yang
Czarnecki
Stafford
Qiu
Wisen
Xue
Wang
Clausen
COLLINS

210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228

stephen
Jonathan
Jett
Shan
John
Abraham
Dan
Daniel
Graham
Alan
Mukul
Daniela
Michael
Alan
Zoe
Tor
Maria
Lorrin
Karen

gaudio
278
Luk
114
Richards
#17, 278
Richards
#17, 278
Pan
3874
Shacham
3826
Fortune
3962
Fortune
3962
Rodwell
3946
LEE
4252
Agarwal
4266
Kuehu
4248
Kuehu
4248
Lee
4252
Peters
4242
Ravbenheime
4262
Shuth
4254
Lewis
920
Ceresnak
4114
Ramachandra
n
4104

229 Janaki

3723
737
787
826
826
137
153
153
137
129
129
393
363
395
201
3889
4050
432
614
625
440
411
645
4218
2625
#35, 278

Lindero Dr
Loma Verde Ave
Los Robles Ave.
Los Robles Ave.
Los Robles Ave.
Lundy Lane
Lundy Lane
Lundy Lane
Lundy Lane
Lundy Lane
Lundy Ln
Maclane St
Maclane St
Maclane St
Maclane Street
Magnolia Dr
Manzana Lane
Margarita Avenue
Marion Avenue
Matadero Ave.
Maureen
Maureen Avenue
Maybell
McKellar ln.
Middlefield Rd, #402
Monroe Drive

94306
94303
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94301
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94040

Monroe Drive
Monroe Drive
Monroe Drive
Monroe Drive
Mumford pl
mumford Place
Nelson court
Nelson Court
Nelson Drive
Newberry court
Newberry Ct
Newberry Ct
Newberry Ct
Newberry Ct
Newberry Ct
Newberry Ct
Newberry Ct
Paradise Way
Park blvd

94040
94306
94040
94040
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306

Park blvd

94306

230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276

Anupam
Surbhi
Karen
Scott
Nagini
Sumita
LETHA
Phil
Tracy
Marilyn J
Phil
Gary
Anjan
Wendy
Susan
Jeanne
Logan
Scott
David
John
Renee
Muir
Carolyn
Jonathan
David
Gwen
Ashalata
Vish
Anupama
Apurb
Lee
Wing
Kwok
Richard
Christina
Ivy
Kenneth
Irene
David
Linda
Jeff
Lisa
Jonathan
Sarah
Stephanie
Robert
Wilma

Bordia
Bordia
Cenesnak
Cenesnak
Chilukuri
Debata
DiLauro
Douglas
Douglas
Edwardson
Egan
Forman
Ghose
Ghose
Gray
Hamrick
Hanson
Hemenway
Herzl
Hofer
Hofer
Hooper
Horne
Horne
Jeong
Jeong
Karmarkar
Karmarkar
Kumar
Kumar
Langhammer
Law
Law
Lee
Lee
Li
Li
Lloyd
Lui
Lui
Marcacci
Marcacci
Marion
Marion
Martinson
Martison
Milligan

4201
4201
4114
4114
4117
4183
4131
4285
4285
4126
4217
4180
4119
4119
4173
4121
4176
4101
4135
4111
4111
4241
4249
4249
4056
4056
4127
4127
4133
4133
4253
4253
4269
4115
4269
4293
4293
4203
4129
4129
4109
4109
4121
4121
4123
4123
4207

Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard

94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306

277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289

Vanaja
Saxon
Virginia
Aareev
Arun
Parag
Beverly
Min-yi
Pradeep
Swati
Maxim
Constance
Yumei

290
291
292
293
294
295

Yurily
FLAVIU
Jayaraman
Ilya
Antonia
Deborah

296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315

Svetlana
Joelle
Sarada
Chaks
Joseph
Janine
John
Shira
Amber
Kathleen
Jing
Yang
Kai
Hongmin
Ting
Yidong
Lin
Len
Charlotta
Jenny

Narayanaswa
my
Noh
Noh
Panda
Panda
Patkar
Rodriges
Shen
Solanki
Solanki
Stepana
Stillinger
Sun
Tepanechnikov
a
TUREAN
Vasudevan
Vergman
Wang
Waxman
Yepanechnikov
a
Zom
Chigurupati
Chigurupati
Doniach
Hodgson
Wiese
Yair
Chang
T. Chen
Mu
Wang
Zhu
Lu
Jiang
Tong
Zhang
Filppu
Hauksdottir
Kuan

316 Erica

Brand

317 Pahson
318 Ashwinee
319 Bhushan

Korahon
Khaladkar
Khaladkar

4277
4273
4273
4183
4183
4117
4241
4195
4105
4105
4118
4055
4293

Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard

94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306

4107
4104
4277
4113
4113
4166

Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard

94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306

4107
4118
1131
1131
290
170
208
4257
4282
3066
3490
3490
3425
3425
3661
3661
3644
3621
3645
2888

Park Boulevard
Park Boulevard
Parkinson Ave
Parkinson Ave
Parkside Drive
Parkside Drive
Parkside Drive
Pomona Avenue
Pouce Drive
Price Ct.
Rambow Dr.
Rambow Dr.
Rambow Dr.
Rambow Drive
Ramona Cir
Ramona Cir
Ramona Cir
Ramona Circle
Ramona Circle
Ramona St

2642 Ramona St.
#526, 845 Ramona St.
3716 Redwood Cir
3716 Redwood Cir

94306
94306
94301
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
943062314
94306
94306
94306

320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355

krys
Paul
Alex
Kristinn
Li
Will
Carol
Cynthia
James
Susan Phinney
Henry
Anne
Carol
Walter
Dulce
Vijay
Sunita
Niels
Hossam
Yoel
Hari
Parvati
Carmina
Henry
Sedgid
Tina
Rime
Elsie
Seth
Sheralyn
Byron
qing
Randy
Susan
Suzanne
Carol

corbett
Ramsbottom
Woo
Gudjenssa
Feng
Xie
Chatfield
Patrick
Silver
Silver
Yu
Fillin
MacDonell
Murray
Ponceleon
Varma
Verma
Smaby
Bahlool
Crane
Iyer
Iyer
Luce
Luce
Oklander
Phi
Sand
Wu
Wu
Listgarten
Young
he
Butera
Iannucci
Jacobs
Kuner

3786
3796
3720
4248
72
70
86
54
45
45
46
2890
3649
3770
3770
3254
3495
4230
4256
4235
4261
4261
4255
4255
4260
4235
4256
4247
4247
4075
250
751
3195
3540
3345
3617

Redwood Circle
Redwood Circle
Redwood Circle
Rickeys Way
Roosevelt cir
Roosevelt cir
Roosevelt Circle
Roosevelt Circle
Roosevelt Circle
Roosevelt Circle
Roosevelt Circle
Ross Road
Ross Road
Ross Road
Ross Road
Ross Road
Ross Road
Ruthelma Ave
Ruthelma Ave.
Ruthelma Ave.
Ruthelma Ave.
Ruthelma Ave.
Ruthelma Ave.
Ruthelma Ave.
Ruthelma Ave.
Ruthelma Ave.
Ruthelma Ave.
Ruthelma Ave.
Ruthelma Ave.
Scripps Avenue
Scripps Court
seminole way
South Court
South Court
South Court
South Court

356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365

Martin W.
Bonny
Xiaofang
Marilyn
William
ramarao
Kari
dov
Barbara
Bruce

Molloy, Ph.D
Parke
Zhu
Bauriedel
Bauriedel
digumarthi
Hodgson
lantsman
Jaarsma
Chen

3566
3292
3652
3673
3673
575
3707
3707
3335
4118

South Court
South Court
South Court
South Ct
South Ct
Starr King Circle
Starr King Circle
Starr King Circle
Stockton Place
Sutherland Dr

94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94303
94303
94303
94303
94306
94303
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94303
94306
94306
94306
94306
943064222
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94303
94303

Rodriquez
Filipp
Huang
Tung
Wichansky
Zhong
Han
Davis
Feder
Feder
Fox
Kin
LaRivere
LaViviera
Wies
Shah
Wang
Caierea
Gur
Gur
Harfog
Long
Xiao
Dave
Costell
Wittenbrink
Carter

570
4234
4248
4240
4234
4248
1116
443
433
433
294
434
453
453
274
3483
427
3313
315
315
330
325
325
349
3518
2757
2545

393 Mayra

Gonzalos

1830 West Bayshore Road

94306

394 Tranj

Ngugen

2460 West Bayshore Road

94306

395 Ratnadeep

Bhattacharjee

365 West Charleston Road

94306

396 Assim

Gupta

350 West Charleston Road

94306

Saari
Aguon
Aguon
Aguon
Aguon
Borkar
Borkar
Chen
Chhabra
Ching
Chopra
Gadus

280
315
315
315
315
350
350
319
281
319
281
150

94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306

366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392

397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408

Arancha
Nicholas
Gongwen
Amelia
Anna
Xiuzhen
Jinyong
Kathy
Carlos
Jacqueline
Edwin
Allison
Florence
Ginny
Katie
Bina
Shirley
Jucquelya
Anat
Nadav
Ellen
Sishi
Wei
Daksha
Cynthia
Debra
Barbara

Dina
Evelyn
Nicolas
Randy
Taylor
Dipti
Mandar
Ann
Kapil
Anthony
Swati
Tim

Suzanne Ct
Suzanne Drive
Suzanne Drive
Suzanne Drive
Suzanne Drive
Suzanne Drive
Taheo Ln.
Tennessee Ln
Tennessee Ln
Tennessee Ln
Tennessee Ln
Tennessee Ln
Tennessee Ln
Tennessee Ln
Tennessee Ln
Thomas Drive
Ventura Ave
Vernon Terrace
Victoria Pl
Victoria Pl
Victoria Pl
Victoria Pl
Victoria Pl
Walter Hays Drive
Waverley Drive
Waverley Street
Webster Street

West Charleston Road
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive

94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94303
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94303
94306
94306
94301

409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455

Khurshid
Khushroo
Olge
Coleen
Win
Susie
Mary
Leila
Reza
Francisco
David
Lara
Lynne
Eric
Corine
Joseph
Tanya
Patty
Ann
Rex
R.
Annie
James
Bernard
Rene
Joan
Steve
Werner
Yong
Sang-Min
Mary
Yan
Josh
Andreea
Silvia
Don
Jan
Khosrow
Maryam
Son
Son
Carlin
D
Kirtee
Syed
Kimiko

Gandhi
Gandhi
Gellenbage
Lorenz
Naina
Robbins
Sheng
Suzuki
Vand
Vand
Wei
Ephron
Ephron
Shietzel
Stietzel
Cesana
Cesana
Do
Fewer
Garr
Garr
Gillespie
Hempstead
Hempsteuce
Heng
Ho
Jennings
Jennings
Jr
Lee
Lee
Lee
Li
Maltz
Manolache
Manolache
Marquant
Moeller
Moslehi
Mossadeghia
Nguyen
Nguyen
Otto
Petillo
Raparia
Rizvi
Sanami

321
321
425
432
370
459
461
451
225
225
330
259
259
239
239
324
324
386
321
353
353
384
344
344
312
374
369
369
371
254
302
312
301
228
273
273
398
393
282
282
292
292
231
248
248
225
354

West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
West Meadow Drive
Whitclem Court
Whitclem Court
Whitclem Court
Whitclem Court
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive

94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306

456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500

Deborah
Deborah
Jieun
Claire
Glenn
Jeff
Jennifer
David
Jaime
Justin
Jennie
Nirav
Deepa
Leslie
Jagannath
Mona
Mona
Joan
Leena
Dhinja
Floreue
Jennifer
Keith
Rita
Ryan
Ann
Michael
william
Jagdish
Jagdish
James
Richard
Alex
Philip
Jatians
Amor
Magda
Jenny
Ziming
Yiashua
Jonathan
Lama
Susan
Nancy & Herve
Nicole

Shaoub-Ju
Sharb
Shin
Smith
Smith
Wolfeld
Wolfeld
Xue
Shpall
Branue
Chan
Chhatrapati
Cuere
Donahue
Dubashi
He
He
Holtzman
Joshi
Karthik
Keller
Lee
Lee
Lee
Lee
M. Robinson
Moorhead
moss
Pamani
Pamnani
Porter
Rosenberg
Ross
Smaller
Tchoub
Terrazas
V. Grant
Wang
Weng
Zhang
Zhang
Rimawi
McConnell
Vanclef
Young

371
331
302
215
215
272
272
301
1429
4161
4069
4102
4154
4134
4154
4040
4090
4139
4102
4264
4124
4103
4107
4107
4107
4164
4084
4091
4123
4100
4080
4211
4175
4155
4256
4133
4155
4115
4073
4030
4115
4124
3775
3750
4210

Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Whitclem Drive
Wilkie Court
Wilkie Way
Wilkie way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Wilkie Way
Willmar Drive
Wright Place
Wright Place
Ynigo Way

94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306
94306

Why No Raised Rail?
South Palo Alto Community feedback on train on a viaduct or train on a wall:
• Looks really bad.
• Depreciates property values.
• Sound travels farther and louder. Especially for freight which is louder for a
longer time.
• Underpass might get flooded. Not good for bike traffic. Meadow and
Charleston are major school bike routes.
• Divides the city.
• Area under the viaduct magnet for transients/homeless with associated
filth.

Ideal option is train in trench or tunnel with Alma, Charleston and
Meadow at existing grade.

Few of the 200+ comments on Email and NextDoor

~ Lorri Lewis, Barron ParK · 19 Aug
Parag PatKar. thanK you for your clear presentation to us.c-'""'-..:...,,,.-.,,._
Shifrin that a tunnel is #1 option and a trench #2 . I live in
quiet day/evening with light traffic, we can hear the trains.~~~~-;;:
and longer trains coming, the noise from trains on a high wall would
significantly and negatively impact the noise level for all of Palo Alto.

'

Susan McConnell, Fairmeadow · 19 Aug
v
I am totally opposed to the hybrid '1rain of wall" option . With so many trains
going by, we will suffer from noise pollution from the train whistles. II will be
awful! Having a train 40+ feet above ground will be an~or many of
our homes! I much prefer the '1rain in trench or tunnel" option . Noise would
be greatly reduced and we '
'I
a train whizzing by from our
v
bacKyards. If they can Ke Alma, Charleston and Meadow at the
that would be a major plus.
e
ice ere is a no ra1ner... train in trench or
tunnel option . Even if it is more expensive, it needs to me done because it's
going to affect so many of us on a daily basis.

Anatol ZolotusKy, Midtown · 19 Aug
Pa rag,
ThanK you for the heads up. The 'train in trench or tunnel' option is so much
better, that to seriously consider the other one is laug~ Please let us
Know how we can help to uphold the former, and to reject the latter. In
particular, please let us Know the dates of the relevant Rail Committee and
City Council meetings. I'll try my best to maKe it there.

Frank Shifrin, Midtown · 19 Aug
If t he cost is bearable. there can be no questio n as to what should be
d one. We really hould n't block of part of town with a "wall ". f we
choose t he trench o ption, someday int e u ure, we can turn it into a
tu nnel, like it sho uld be from the beg inning - if we can afford to d o so
now. Frank Shifrin- a resid ent for more than 60 years.

Carol MacDonell, Palo Verdr l9r;i;i:rg----,..._ _
The trench or tunnel. The aised trains in San Mateo Belmont and San
Carlos are along El Camino.;-iin:n.
ii u~=.,...,,rns? no residential as it would be in
Palo Alto.

v

Sat 9/15/2018 6:04 PM

Lee Law <leelanghammer@yahoo.com>
Re: Proposed strongly worded email to Council to remove all raised rail opt ions in South Palo Alto
To

0

Parag Patkar

You replied to this message on 9/15/2018 6:10 PM.

Pa rag,
Thanks so much for this. I definitely \ Vant t o keep my name on the list.
I don 1t kno\V\Vhere this frt.s in, but another huge <iisinc.entive for raise-d track.son a v:iaduct , e.spe.c.ia lly, is the fact that , unfortunately, it \ Vill be-c ome a ~gnet fo r tra n~ie nt~ and hom ele~~ indiYicl.uals. •~yone driving in San Francisco o r Oakland
and other a reas in the Bay c.an clearly see this in p lac.e, l\vhere incl.i-::iciuaB ha·.:e ~takecl. out ground under th e ·.: iacl.uct~ and o·.: erp a~~e~ fo r th eir te nt~,_ ~hopping ca rt~,_ ~leep ing b ag~,_ cl.rug pa rap hernalia,_and more. \Vith the train running through
neighborhoods like ours and Southgate, there is a bsolutelY no \Vay that a viaduct o r \Vat(Whicll Will}Usfb e-c ome a graf:frti-infe.ste-d eye.sore, lVill do anything but depre.ss property vatue.s. .i\noth er point is that a c.itylvide viaduct has been rule-d out.
This \Vas announc.e-d at the meeting a fe\V\\1eeks .ago at the l\llitc.bell Park Commun:ity Center. So if a via duct isn 1t good enough fo r the \Vhote c.ity o f Palo .~o, then \Vhy is it st ill being considere-d "good enough" fo r consideration fo r south Palo
.~o ? \Ve absolutely must not let this happen! It is painfully o bvious that , base-don i.vhat I've o bsen:e-d and pic.ke-d up on during the past several meetings.. there doe.s seem t o be an undercu.rrent o f support for a south P.~ rais.e-d rail o ption - by

the consultants, city officials, and several CC me,mbers. This make.s me suspicious that there's some son of back room de.al going on. I hope I'm \;rong.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mitchell Rosen
Council, City
I question the need for viaduct/trench/hybrid crossings at Meadow and Churchill
Saturday, December 15, 2018 2:22:56 PM

To Council:
The last Connecting Palo Alto meeting at Mitchell Park in November, chaired by the Aecom
organization, began from an erroneous assumption, i.e. that grade separation at both Meadow
and Charleston is required and can be done without undue temporary or permanent disruption.
The 2017 Mott McDonald data that showed traffic volumes at current grade crossings was not
mentioned -- it demonstrates that both Churchill and Meadow carry relatively light vehicular
loads that, if closed, would redistribute to Embarcadero and a separated Charleston. The study
correctly points out the need for Charleston to continue serving as a 280-to-101 artery,
designed similarly to Mountain View's plan for the Rengstorff crossing. The Churchill and
Meadow crossings together carry about the same traffic volume as Charleston alone. The
latter's volumes compare to Oregon and San Antonio.
Palo Alto has EIGHT vehicular rail crossings, counting San Antonio. With some
modifications to the remaining crossings, we should be able to close Meadow and Churchill,
rearrange Palo Alto Avenue, and manage well -- all without spending the hundreds of millions
for construction and disruption that the last meeting envisioned.
I strongly hold the belief that HSR will never run on the Peninsula for both financial
and engineering reasons, eliminating the need for a 110mph design -- but that's a
different issue.
Mitchell Rosen, Greenmeadow

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Robinson
Council, City
Item 3(b -please keep a Loma Verde bike/ped tunnel in study
Sunday, December 16, 2018 5:19:55 PM

Dear Council, Please ignore staff recommendation on item 3(b to set aside
study of a bike/ped undercrossing CalTrain at Loma Verde. You must keep such
a long needed facility in synch with construction of rail separations. Imagine the
disruption costs and safety risks if Midtown and Ventura citizens cannot cross
CalTrain and Alma during construction. Regardless of a chosen design for
Meadow and Charleston, a dedicated undercrossing near Loma Verde will serve
future increased density expected for Ventura and adjacent area. During
construction vehicle traffic may increase at San Antonio, a crossover unsafe for
bikes and pedestrians
Yoriko Kishimoto reminded me how the whole community must be included in
studies as important a rail separation. She recently referenced the ADT vehicle
counts at Charleston (16,000) and Meadow (9,000). Non-motorized ADT for
California Avenue bike/ped tunnel is over 2,000. We need a proper bike/ped
pathway under CalTrain and Alma near Loma Verde!
William’Rob’ Robinson, member PABAC (Pedestrian and Bicycle Advisory Committee), Palo Alto
since 2005

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

YORIKO KISHIMOTO
Council, City
Item 3, Rail Grade Separation item
Sunday, December 16, 2018 4:12:15 PM
top_logo.png
72873_thumb.jpg

Honorable City Council:
I am sending you a copy of the Guest Opinion just published in the Palo Alto Weekly on the topic of grade separations.
Specifically for Monday night, I join my neighbors in proposing a modification to item a) of staff recommendations, to read as follows:
“Separate from Study all Alternatives for the Palo Alto Avenue and Churchill Avenue Crossings (Closure and Hybrid) and Include Palo Alto Avenue and Churchill
Avenue in a Separate Comprehensive Planning Effort;”
This would in effect prioritize the grade separations in South Palo Alto because (a) there are no grade separations in South Palo Alto and there is a greater need there and (b) there are
more viable options. This would allow Palo Alto to apply for Measure B funds on a timely basis. As a next step, a North Palo Alto Comprehensive Planning process should be initiated to
allow for an integrated look at circulation and grade separation options for the section between Churchill and Palo Alto Avenue. No one would dispute that one change to any of these
would affect them all.
Thank you and staff for your diligent work on these challenging decisions.
Yoriko Kishimoto

https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2018/12/13/guest-opinion-keeping-options-open-integrating-rail-and-community
Include Photos | Include Comments | Print this page | Close Window
https://paloaltoonline.com/news/print/2018/12/13/guest-opinion-keeping-options-open-integrating-rail-and-community
Uploaded: Thu, Dec 13, 2018, 2:13 pm

Guest Opinion: Keeping options open: Integrating rail and community
Broad spectrum of experiences can help make final decision on grade-separation methods
by Yoriko Kishimoto

Palo Alto is facing potentially its biggest capital project since the construction of Oregon Expressway in 1962: the re-building of the
Caltrain corridor through Palo Alto, particularly the rail crossings.
I was the first chair of the City Council's Rail Committee and founder of the Peninsula Cities Consortium, a coalition of cities that held
weekly hearings, invited speakers and coordinated multi-city responses to the proposed high speed rail coming up the Peninsula. As
such, I was among the first to advocate against an elevated "viaduct" rail option, since it seemed so intrusive visually. The current
council Rail Committee recommended at its Oct. 17 meeting the removal of the viaduct options from consideration.

Yoriko
Kishimoto

But today, for the city to reach the right decision, I am, to my surprise, advocating that we keep key options on the
table, including the viaduct, the trench, the tunnel and, perhaps for now, the "do nothing" option for two of the
crossings.

Most Palo Altans agree Caltrain provides essential and efficient regional transportation services to the University Avenue and
California Avenue districts, as well as Stanford University and the Research Park, which is preferable to more auto lanes on U.S.
Highway 101, Interstate 280 and El Camino Real.
Just to review quickly, the average daily traffic (ADT, aka vehicles) at the Caltrain crossings is (according to a 2016 City of Palo Alto
analysis, posted here):
• At Palo Alto Avenue (Alma): 2 lanes, 15,000 ADT
• University Avenue: 4 underpass lanes, 19,000 ADT
• Embarcadero Road: 3 underpass lanes, 25,000 ADT
• Churchill Avenue, 2 lanes 11,000 ADT
• Oregon Expressway, 4 underpass lanes, 31,000 ADT
• Meadow Drive, 2 lanes, 9,000 ADT
• Charleston Rd: 2 lanes, 16,000 ADT
• San Antonio: 4-6 overpass lanes, 36,000 ADT
Staff and consultants have done enough research to show us that there are more options at Charleston and Meadow that will not
lead to significant property takings or road closings. At this point, I propose:

1. The city prioritize making a decision at Charleston and Meadow and compete for Measure A grade separation funding.
2. We keep the options of the viaduct and a tunnel on the table at least through an urban design and environmental/economic
analysis stage. It seems prudent to pay $250,000 more in studies to make the right decision for projects that will cost hundreds of
millions of dollars.
3. We sponsor design charettes, field trips, and research and education to a broad spectrum of policy makers, residents, business
leaders and subject-level experts.
Melbourne is a recent example that we can learn from. It's in the process of grade separating 50 street-level crossings. Some of
them have been trenched, but elevated rail is also used. As part of their process, Australia's national research council commissioned
university researchers to lead a project to "deepen understanding of the issues involved in level-crossing removals so that when
proposals for specific locations are considered, professional, government and industry stakeholders as well as the community can
participate in a more informed way" (see the report here).
We have a community of great universities, urban design experts, engineers and most importantly, educated and interested
residents. We all need more education.
Some may remember the famous fight for a solution at Devil's Slide on the San Mateo coast. Caltrans was moving towards a more
environmentally destructive highway bypass. One major problem was that Caltrans had not built any tunnels in half a century and
was adamantly opposing it. It took a vote of the people to push this decision towards twin single-lane tunnels through the hills.
So far, Menlo Park has made a decision for now to "do nothing" at three roads by keeping them open and at grade level and to
pursue grade separation at Ravenswood. Mountain View is moving towards closing Castro Street. I believe both cities would welcome
more and better choices.
The ideal approach is a corridor-wide one, rather than leaving the issue to each city to struggle with. Caltrain is developing a
business plan, posted at caltrain2040.org, with scenarios and policy implications for growth out to the year 2040. It mentions a
possible corridor-wide approach to address at-grade separations, but coming to a regional consensus, financing and implementation
will take much work.
Palo Alto's Comprehensive Plan, just updated last year, prioritizes the need for grade crossings but has only one specific policy:
T3.16, "Keep existing at-grade rail crossings open to motor vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists, consistent with results of a focused
circulation study and a context-sensitive alternatives analysis." It is clear, however, that the transportation priority is "providing
more options and more convenience so that people will more readily choose not to drive."
We know by now that we don't want a network of expressways connecting our neighborhoods and business centers. Indeed, our
newer residents may not know there were real plans to make Sand Hill Road, Alameda de las Pulgas and others part of an efficient
regional expressway system to allow us to zoom pleasantly between home and work. We found that the single-occupancy-vehicle
model doesn't scale well for high density, or even medium density, cities — or for our planet. We need a balance, allowing the longer
commute trips to be by transit or shared rides and local trips such as to schools, transit centers and shopping to be by a mix of
biking, low-speed car trips, local shuttles or walking.
One important goal should be to do no harm to the relatively walkable street grids we have. As the Comprehensive Plan already
provides, let's not close streets unless there is no reasonable alternative. And let's call upon the best of our town's design expertise
to more seamlessly integrate rail and community. We need to more carefully analyze our alternatives. Examples of good design can
be found around the world that might better preserve the network of walkable streets that has kept our city livable for over a
century.
Yoriko Kishimoto is Ward 2 director, Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District and former mayor of Palo Alto. She can be reached
at yoriko12330@icloud.com.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Stinson Valerie
Council, City
stinsonvalerie37@gmail.com
PA City Council Dec 17 meeting, Grade Separation
Saturday, December 15, 2018 11:38:41 AM

Palo Alto Council Members,
I am a Palo Alto resident who resides in the Meadowcreek Homeowner’s Association, a small
Eichler Condominium complex on Greenmeadow Way, abutting Alma St. in South Palo Alto.
The train tracks are just the other side of Alma from us, and we are ½ mile from the
Charleston- Alma intersection We are completely owner occupied, and we house 34 people,
four of whom are Palo Alto Unified students. Collectively, our current property value is over
$22M and rising.
This issue is very important to our quality of life, and I urge you to please consider the
following:
  Include the additional alternative of “Freight Trains on Surface with Passenger Trains
Underground,” in addition to the tunnel and trench options. This is a cost effective alternative.
“Freight on Surface” would not require any shoofly track during construction. All trains would
continue on the current track during construction, which would minimize quality of life issues
(safety, noise, visuals, air quality and vibrations.) WE LIVE HERE!
  Ensure that the Rail Committee:
a.  Properly weighs all Quality of Life factors in future evaluations (safety, noise,
visibility of track and train, air quality and vibrations.)
b.  Stops limiting options before thorough vetting has been conducted including
studies and on environmental impacts, quality-of-life determinations (safety,
noise, vibration, visibility of track and train) and true cost. Consider these
factors during construction time as well.
c.  Provides a more balanced evaluation of the options (Presentation on 11-28-18
was extremely biased toward viaduct and anti-trench or tunnel.)
d. Include bicycle riding capability and walkability as important factors for our
students and all residents moving east and west at all train intersections, during
and after construction.
e.  Work regionally to ensure the plans across cities align.
Thank you for your deliberate attention to this important topic.
Val Stinson
Palo Alto

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Felicia Fahey
Council, City
PA City Council Dec 17 meeting, Grade Separation
Friday, December 14, 2018 9:41:00 PM

Dear Palo Alto Council Members,
I am a Palo Alto resident who resides in the Meadowcreek Homeowner’s Association, a small
Eichler Condominium complex on Greenmeadow Way, abutting Alma St. in South Palo Alto.
The train is just across the street from our complex and is particular concern to me as a mother
of a twelve year old who commutes to school regularly along Alma and who also moves
across the Charleston/Alma train corridor on a regular basis each day.
I have been following discussions in the community regarding the development of the rail
corridor I am especially concerned that this following option is not being taken seriously. It
seems to me that it ought to be given serious time and consideration given that it is a win-win
for so many:
1) Include the additional alternative of “Freight Trains on Surface with Passenger Trains
Underground,” in addition to the tunnel and trench options. This is a cost effective alternative.
“Freight on Surface” would not require any shoofly track during construction. All trains would
continue on the current track during construction, which would minimize quality of life issues
(safety, noise, visuals, air quality and vibrations.)
More generally for those of us who live here, the upcoming changes are serious and will affect
our experience of where we live and our safety. Please make sure that the Rail Committee is
doing due diligence by:
a. Properly weighing all Quality of Life factors in future evaluations (safety, noise, visibility
of track and train, air quality and vibrations.)
b. Carefully reviewing all options and not limiting options before thorough vetting has been
conducted including studies and on environmental impacts, quality-of-life determinations
(safety, noise, vibration, visibility of track and train) and true cost. Consider these factors
during construction time as well.
c. Providing a more balanced evaluation of the options (Presentation on 11-28-18 was
extremely biased toward viaduct and anti-trench or tunnel.)
d. Weighing more heavily on bicycle riding capability and walkability as important factors for
our students and all residents moving east and west at all train intersections.n.
Thank you for your time and consideration of the neighborhood inhabitants as you move
forward in making important decisions.
Sincerely,
Felicia Fahey

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

mickie winkler
Council, City
kanne.megan@gmail.com; Nielson Buchanan; chbb850@googlegroups.com
Please avoid years of road construction impacts
Friday, December 14, 2018 7:10:48 PM

Dear council members,
When you think about the railroad grade crossings, please consider the potential multi-year
traffic impacts of your decision--the impacts to our school kid and businesses, the added travel
times and relentless congestion, and the ability of all of us to get around for years.
The viaduct option alone –according to our staff report—has minimal impacts to roadways
during construction--plus an option to build the track without a shoofly.
The viaduct option further creates new real estate underneath the track. It could be visually
preferable to a raised solid wall. Despite fears expressed continually, the noise impacts,
according to staff, will be attenuated. (The pros and cons of the Viaduct option, as presented by
staff, are listed below. )
Thank you for bringing the interests of the full community to the decision-making process by
pursuing the viaduct option. Your job is to lead.
Sincerely,
Mickie Winkler
Channing House
850 Webster St.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
Pros
Minimal impact to roadways during construction
Option to build without a shoo fly
Landscaping can be fully restored
Opportunity for linear park
Does not block creeks
Low long-term maintenance costs
No major utility reconstruction
Cons
Requires design exception from Caltrain
Visual impact
Relocate rail-road cross over just north of San Antonio station
Mickie Winkler
650-324-7444 office
650-335-5540 cell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larry Yang
Keene, James; Shikada, Ed; De Geus, Robert; Council, City; cory.wolbach@gmail.com; adrianfine@gmail.com;
Filseth, Eric (external); kou.pacc@gmail.com; tomforcouncil@gmail.com; greg@gregtanaka.org; Scharff, Greg;
electcormack@gmail.com
Please officially eliminate the elevated viaduct option as a rail grade separation options
Sunday, December 16, 2018 10:51:19 PM

An elevated viaduct will great an ugly barrier that will forever change the character of our
city. Both Mountain View and Menlo Park have eliminated elevated options. I'm disappointed
that after years of discussion that the elevated viaduct option is still on the table.
It's time to focus our hard-working city staff's time and resources on options that will work
with our community. I'd like to see our city staff spend more time exploring opportunities to
"monetize" the new land created by under-grounding the tracks, such as new retail, housing or
parking... all of which we need more of. Let's get creative to fund the underground options!
Thank you.
== Larry Yang
2888 Ramona St
(650) 329-1629

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nadia Naik
Clerk, City; Minor, Beth
Council, City; Dave Shen; Megan Kanne; Carrasco, Tony; Inyoung Cho; Philip Burton; Parag Patkar; Mandar
Borkar; Kari Hodgson; Patricia Lau; De Geus, Robert; Shikada, Ed; Keene, James; etty.mercurio@aecom.com;
Goodwin Eileen; millette.litzinger@aecom.com
Public Comment for Packet for December 17th meeting
Wednesday, December 12, 2018 1:33:33 PM
FINAL - CARRD Freighless tunnel.pptx.pdf

Attached is a presentation I'd like to submit as public comment for December 17th
meeting related to the Palo Alto grade separations.
It is a more visual presentation to support my previous written comments on this
subject (also in the packet).
Thanks
Nadia Naik

Design Alternative for
ONLY Meadow and Charleston
Nadia Naik
December 17th, 2018
Palo Alto City Council

info@calhsr.com
www.calhsr.com

Presenter version 2018.09.01

Problem
l

PA residents prefer an underground solution.

l

Tunnels at stations are costly (high cost of burying station)

l

Trench under Meadow and Charleston may be fatally flawed
because of the creeks

l

Hybrid and Viaduct options are not well liked

Goal of this concept:
l Creative solution
l Addresses community preference for underground solution
l Increases design alternatives
l Minimize costs and impacts

Design Challenges:
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l

Caltrain and Freight must maintain operations during
construction

l

Temporary “Passing Tracks” during construction are highly
disruptive and expensive

l

Underground utility relocation is complicated and costly

l

Matadero, Barron and Adobe Creeks create obstacles to
underground alternatives

l

Freight trains can’t handle steeper grades and constrain
design alternatives

l

Diesel freight tunnels require extra ventilation that electric
trains don’t need (>$).

Existing Opportunities?
l

Only 3 freight trains per day in PA – all at night and
don’t impact circulation

l

Freight makes up less than 5% of operations on the
corridor

l

Without freight, we have more design flexibility

l

Future Dumbarton Rail Corridor improvements could
reduce or eliminate freight trains

l

Future freight could be electrified

New Design Alternative:
A short, electric train only tunnel
under Meadow and Charleston ONLY
with a single track of freight on the surface.
Requires two twin bore tunnels (TBM)
We are NOT advocating this as a SOLUTION
Only that it be included as an ALTERNATIVE for further study
This is a NEW idea that developed based on the early issues
identified by preliminary AECOM engineering – it was NOT part of
the original Master List of Alternatives

5

Electric train tunnel with 1 track of freight on surface

Single track Freight At-grade

Caltrain/HSR Tunnel

Conceptual example
Alameda Trench Corridor
(E. Compton Blvd and
Alameda Street, Compton )
•

NOTE: This shows a TRENCH –
we are proposing TUNNEL

• Right of Way (ROW) is 100 feet
(same as South Palo Alto)
• This ROW fits 4 tracks – PA would
have 2 Caltrain (in tunnel) and
one freight track (at grade)
• A simple curve is needed to
separate the single freight track
• 3 tracks enter a trench in Alameda
instead of a tunnel – but similar
concept
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Considerations:

l

Electric only tunnel can be >2% grade (design
flexibility)
Goes under creeks (avoiding potential fatal flaw)

l

Tunnel goes under the utilities, reducing the cost.

l

Can maintain Caltrain/Freight operations during
construction

l

Tunnels without a station are much cheaper

l

Tunnels are faster to build.
Construction time is much shorter - less work window
issues and little to no road disruption.

l

l

Additional Considerations:
l

Temporary passing tracks (shoo-fly tracks) only at tunnel
portal entrance & exit vs entire right-of-way (saves money)

l

With careful planning, TBM’s can be reused by other cities

l

Some or all future freight may be re-routed over Dumbarton
Rail route (currently being studied) leaving space for other
land use options.

l

Needs further study: Temporary space for the tunnel portal
may be necessary and could require minimal commercial or
residential eminent domain that could be returned to the
commercial/housing stock on completion of the project

Source on TBM Reuse: https://www.herrenknecht.com/en/services/global-services/tbmrefurbishment.html

Comparative Project:
Central Subway Tunnel in SF
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Built in 2014 in downtown San Francisco
Two twin bore machines (TBM) with 20.7 ft diameter for 1.7 miles
$234 million dollars (2014 dollars)
Built under an active BART line
Went through various soils: soft to thinly bedded siltstone, shale
and sandstone bedrock
Some soil even deemed “Potentially Gassy with Special
Conditions” by Cal/OSHA.
Navigated steep, turning alignment
Worked with low cover, urban utilities, and sensitive structures
requiring precautions to limit settlement impact and ensure the
structures in downtown SF were safe.

10 Source: http://www.therobbinscompany.com/project-category/epb-tbm/

View of Central Subway Twin Bore Tunnels

View of TBM Extraction Point

(above) View of Low
Clearance under which
Central Subway was built
(and under ACTIVE BART
line!)
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Cost Comparisons
In 2014, Hatch Mott MacDonald estimated a trench under
Meadow and Charleston (2% grade) would be $480 M. (Source: HMM
Study 2014)

In 2018, AECOM estimated same trench would be $800 - $950 M
– so costs have almost doubled since 2014. (Source: PA Community
Meeting 11/14/18 slide 41)

Hybrid
Estimated
Cost 2018 $

Viaduct

Trench

$200M - $250M $400M - $500M $800M – 950M

Short Tunnel
(no freight)
$400M - $550M*

*CARRD estimated the Short Tunnel (No freight) alternative based on 2x
price of similar 2014 SF Central Subway tunnel project in downtown SF
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Note: Costs could potentially be reduced further (next slide)

Reducing Tunnel Cost further
l
l

l
l
l

Reducing the tunnel diameter helps lower costs
2014 – HSR White paper on Tunneling - significant cost
reductions by reducing max operating speeds assumptions
from 220 to 200 mph thus reducing tunnel diameters from 29.5’
to 28’ ID (Inside Diameter).*
AECOM studying City Wide tunnel with freight used 28’ Inside
Diameter (assumes 200 mph)
Tunnel diameter can be reduced since Caltrain/HSR will only
operate max 125 mph on Peninsula
Caltrain Electrification EIR shows that San Francisquito Creek
bridge will have a maximum clearance of just 19ft. (See CARRD’s
previous public comments re: Vertical Clearance assumptions)
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*Source: California High-Speed Rail Program Whitepaper On Cost Reduction Strategies, 7/25/14

Direct Comparison of Tunnels
Central Subway
No freight

PA Short Tunnel
No freight

Length:

1.7 miles

1.6 miles

Tunnel Diameter:

20.7 ft

28ft* (could be reduced)

Constraint:

Built under active BART

Under active Caltrain

Soil types:

5 various soil types including
hazardous soils

Unknown but PA Tunnel White
Paper says suitable for tunneling

Setting:

Dense urban setting

Empty suburban ROW

Conditions:

Steep, turning alignment with
vertical clearance issues

Relatively flat, straight alignment
with no vertical clearance issues

Special
Circumstances:

Required special planning to
support adjacent tall buildings

No buildings in ROW and no
adjacent skyscrapers
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Final Thoughts
l

CARRD is NOT advocating that this is THE
alternative – only that it be given further analysis

l

Further preliminary analysis and study is needed
and warranted for this alternative given strong
community preference for underground solution.

l

Too early to evaluate is this is the right solution
vs. other design alternatives – need more info

Appendix
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Palo Alto Right Of Way Widths

96 ft
85 ft
79 ft

*Approximate – not perfectly to scale. Not official diagram.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jason Matlof
Council, City; De Geus, Robert
Public Comments for December 17th Council Meeting
Thursday, December 13, 2018 3:34:20 PM

Dear Council Members and Staff
I’m writing to briefly discuss two concerns that I have regarding the Rail Grade Separation
process.
I - Embarcadero Road Underpass Considerations
For many reasons (existing traffic congestion, pending Churchill Full/Partial Closure, traffic
through residential “Emerson Cloverleaf”, etc), the Council passed a resolution on June 19th,
2018 as part of the grade separation decision process to “study additional options for
addressing traffic in the Embarcadero Road underpass area.” While I appreciate that City
Staff and consultants have committed to study these solutions AFTER the traffic study is
completed, that seems illogical relative to the target timelines. Specifically, the Council has a
timeline to select a preferred decision in Q1’19 (delayed from previously). If we don’t start
considering Embarcadero mitigations until Q1’19 it seems unlikely that this can occur prior to
such a vote, which leads me to believe that there will be further inevitable delays or the
Council will not have the data it needs to make a decision. I urge you to spend the $250,000 to
study these options given the inevitability and need.
II - Commingling Decision Making on Palo Alto Avenue and a “Coordinate Downtown
Plan”
Let me start by saying that I wholeheartedly support the idea of a “Coordinated Downtown
Plan”; however, I urge you to decouple that process from the existing Grade Separation
decision making process. The reason for this is due to the large uncertainty, time and
fundraising uncertainty that will be required to get this project approved and financial
commitment from the many interested parties: Stanford University, Caltrain, City voters
(given likely bond measure), Caltrans (it will impact El Camino Real), CA-PUC, and the list
goes on.
Alternatively, I propose committing to a “contingent Grade Separation plan” for Palo Alto
Avenue with final decision pending the outcome of a Coordinated Plan outcome. While this
would potentially waste more than $250,000 it is more than justified given the huge risk that
is implied by NOT (a) getting approval from the required authorities or (b) raising the
necessary funding for a Coordinated Downtown Plan within a reasonable time. Palo Alto
Avenue supports 17k cars/day and is a central intersection to Menlo Park, Stanford, Sand Hill
Road, et al.
Again, I fully support such a Downtown plan, but don’t want the City residents to be left out
to dry wallowing in thousands of backed up cars if we can’t do either of the above. I think we
all have to acknowledge that there is a serious non-zero risk associated with this grand
“coordinated plan” concept.
Many thanks for your consideration.
Jason

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Ohlmann
Council, City
Public comments for Monday, Dec. 17 meeting on Rail Crossings
Sunday, December 16, 2018 4:28:24 PM

Dear Council members,
The freightless tunnel in S PA seems me like an excellent compromise for the rail
crossing issue, preserving the privacy and views of housing on the West side of Alma,
solving the 2% grade potential bottleneck, going below the creeks, and having a
reasonable cost. Additional funds should go into the study of that alternative to
uncover problems that might exist, such as guaranteed pumping during rainstorms
and emergency access from a deeper tunnel.
Your constituent,
Robert Ohlmann
372 Creekside

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kimberley Wong
Council, City
Keene, James
Rail decisions
Monday, December 17, 2018 6:42:10 PM

Mayor, City Council and Jim Keene,
Please consider all options for High Speed rail including trenching as well as work with other cities north and south
of us to decide what is the best overall solution to bring High Speed rail to the Peninsula.
Please do not allow special interest groups dictate what is done without evaluating what is best for entire railway
project.
More time needs to be dedicated to researching all the possibilities, especially those which will impact and increase
traffic woes on streets such as Embarcadero which already suffers from high throughout of traffic presently!
I live one block from both Alma and Embarcadero so experience this traffic on a daily basis.
Concerned and affected citizen of the Embarcadero/Alma corridors
Kimberley Wong
North Old Palo Alto

Honorable Council Members:
We are a group of University South residents writing regarding the proposed actions for the December 17, 2018 City
Council meeting with respect to the Connecting Palo Alto project (agenda Item number 3). We have met with several
neighbors in the University South area and attended a number of community meetings concerning the various
proposals under consideration. In these discussions there has been a strong consensus that any changes to existing
rail crossings need to be approved only after a thorough traffic study and the inclusion of appropriate mitigation
measures to ensure that the criteria adopted by the City Council are truly achieved. We agree with City staff and
other constituents in North Palo Alto that the traffic solutions need to be treated as an integrated system and not
merely as individual intersections. We encourage the City Council to abide by these agreed prerequisites in its
consideration of which alternatives to implement.
For the reasons described below, we believe that the Churchill Avenue crossing should be added to the Coordinated
Area Plan. Accordingly, we respectfully propose that item a) under the Action Item #3 to be considered by the City
Council be modified to read as follows:
“Separate from Study all Alternatives for the Palo Alto Avenue and Churchill Avenue Crossings (Closure and
Hybrid) and Include Palo Alto Avenue and Churchill Avenue in a Separate Comprehensive Planning Effort;”
Our analysis of this proposal and a number of related issues is set forth below.
Impact of Alternatives on Traffic in Residential Streets
The City Council adopted several criteria to consider in evaluating each alternative. Among these criteria are the
following:
•
•
•

Consider the impact on traffic on residential streets and work to minimize the effect of changes to the
city’s rail crossings;
The FAQs published by the City state at answer A24 a commitment for “evaluation criteria to provide
clear, safe routes for pedestrians and bikes”; and
The Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan, policy T-3.16 provides as follows: “Keep existing at-grade rail
crossings open to motor vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists, consistent with results of a focused
circulation study and context sensitive alternatives analysis”.

These criteria have often not been included in the summaries of the alternatives under consideration as they impact
the articulated criteria. The continued inclusion of these criteria and a careful analysis of the impact of each proposal
on residential traffic as well as pedestrian and bicycle safety is required by the agreed evaluation process, and indeed
is required by the existing Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan. It is our expectation that the City Council will ensure that
this analysis is included as it moves forward with the evaluation process.
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Required Inclusion of Mitigation Actions
In its Motion 2, adopted on June 19, 2018, the City Council included the following requirements:
d. Remove the language regarding widening Embarcadero Road underpass from
description of Churchill Avenue crossing closed (CAX) idea; and
e. Add to Churchill Avenue crossing closed (CAX) idea, “study additional options for
addressing traffic in the Embarcadero Road underpass area including actions to
minimize redirected traffic onto residential streets in adjacent neighborhoods and
commit to adopting appropriate mitigations to address the impacts”

As stated, the adoption of mitigation measures is a required aspect of each proposal. With respect to the proposals
under consideration regarding the Churchill crossing, we have yet to hear any potential mitigation actions from City
staff or its consultants. Logically a thoughtful analysis of mitigation factors will require specific proposals and a
thorough study of projected traffic patterns and the likely impact of the suggested mitigation actions. This aspect of
the overall analysis cannot be given short shrift. The City Council has committed that it will not adopt any specific
proposal until the intended mitigation actions are incorporated into the proposal. We expect the Council will honor
this commitment.
Traffic Study Data
The City’s consultants have recently been conducting traffic studies and gathering relevant data. This data will be
essential to a proper analysis and adoption of thoughtful proposals. Our community is fortunate to have many
residents with deep skill sets in data analytics. We strongly encourage the City to make the raw traffic study data
available to the community to ensure a robust analysis is performed. The traffic data has been compiled in a very
short time period. In reviewing the data, the City Council should ensure that the data is truly sufficient to support its
decision-making process. If it is determined that the collected data is not sufficiently detailed or comprehensive, it
will be incumbent on the Council to gather additional data before any decisions are reached. With respect to the
Churchill crossing, we have the benefit of the opportunity to conduct a real-world trial closure for a period of time
necessary to gather data reflecting the actual experience of such a closure. If the City Council decides to continue to
analyze this alternative, we encourage conducting a real-world trial before a final decision is made.
Coordinated Area Plan
The City staff is proposing that alterations be made to the Connecting Palo Alto planning process to include any
potential alterations to the Palo Alto Avenue crossing as part of a Coordinated Area Plan for the Downtown area. We
are supportive of this proposal. As noted above, there seems to be a general consensus that the planning process
should be conducted on a system-wide basis. As stated by City staff, the Stanford University General Use Permit
(“GUP”) process will directly impact the North Palo Alto traffic planning process. In answer A27 to the City’s FAQs on
this project, the City has acknowledged that both the Embarcadero and University crossings are interconnected and
would benefit from “a more comprehensive planning effort”. This seems empirically obvious and we support this
approach. University Avenue and Embarcadero Road constitute the principal entrances to Stanford and this
interaction needs to be contemplated in a single integrated traffic proposal. Moreover, the earlier observations from
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City staff and consultants have emphasized that the traffic patterns between Churchill Avenue and Embarcadero Road
are closely intertwined. It is clear to us that the approach that will yield the best results over the long term is to
incorporate all of the North Palo Alto crossings into the intended Coordinated Area Plan. A carefully coordinated plan
will best serve our community for many years to come.
Proposed Revision to Council Proposal #3
Based on the foregoing, we believe the revision to the City Council proposal set forth above is the best method to
achieve the City’s long-term goals and meet the needs of our residents.
Our neighbors welcome an opportunity to discuss these matters further with the members of City Council and the
Rail Committee.
Thank you for your time and commitment to this important process.
Sincerely,
Barbara Hazlett
Megan Kanne
Rachel H. Kellerman
Thomas W. Kellerman
Yoriko Kishimoto
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gregory Deierlein
Council, City
Rail options in south Palo Alto: Preferred Option - TRENCJ
Monday, December 17, 2018 5:58:26 PM

Dear Members of City Council,
I am unable to attend tonight’s meeting (Dec. 17, 2018), but I would like to voice support for the
TRENCH option as the best of the three alternatives, balancing the concerns of the south Palo Alto
residents with rail and automotive transportation needs and construction costs.   
I have also heard mention of a proposed fourth option that would involve splitting freight and
passenger trains (freight on surface, passenger in tunnel), but the feasibility of this seems
questionable. Plus, it would not eliminate grade crossings (and midnight train whistles) of the freight
trains.
Sincerely,
Greg Deierlein, PhD, PE
Professor of Civil/Structural Engineering at Stanford University
Palo Alto Resident:
318 Parkside Drive
Palo Alto, CA

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Wolfgang Dueregger
Council, City
Arthur Keller; Neilson Buchanan; John Guislin; Paul & Karen Machado; Shikada, Ed; Keene, James; David
Schrom; Carol Scott; Christian Pease
rail options
Monday, December 17, 2018 9:26:06 AM

Dear City Council,
we residents from Evergreen Park urge you to not prematurely eliminate the option of a city
wide tunnel before actually looking at it in a serious fashion.
- has anybody come up with a bid how much it would cost to tunnel the whole city? Stating
that it is "too expensive" is very misleading. Who did the analysis to actually put numbers on a
piece of paper and prove that claim?
- has anybody in a serious analysis added up the numbers how much a hotchpotch solution
would cost compared to a city wide tunnel? eliminating or altering existing crossings, having a
partial tunnel in south Palo Alto, and all these "solutions"?
- have you ever thought that tunneling would be the only alternative to get rid of our already
existing separation of 2 halves of Palo Alto, one half to the West and one to the East of the
tracks?
- have you explored what financing alternatives would exist for a tunnel? Who would own the
land that would be freed up? Could that land be re-purposed - e.g. parts of it for some low
income housing? just in case you are really serious about low income housing and not only
mention low-income housing when it comes to giving developers another project to plaster
the city with high- rise buildings where possible?
- do you have a strategy that is financially and technologically feasible? Do you actually have
the money for even the hotchpotch solution? How much money does that cost and where to
you take that money from?
Please do your homework first before you start eliminating options without knowing where to
turn next for alternatives...
Wolfgang

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Florence LaRiviere
Council, City
Rail separation
Sunday, December 16, 2018 3:13:41 PM

Dear City Council Members,
Please bring back to the table for further study the short tunnel in south Palo Alto.
No one I know in the neighborhood wants the viaduct.
Please continue to consider the trench option.
Our preference is the short tunnel with freight at grade.
Thank you for your work on this matter.
Florence LaRiviere
Virginia LaRiviere

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gregory Brail
Council, City
Rail tunnel options for December 17
Monday, December 17, 2018 3:35:47 PM

Dear councilors:
December 17 is too soon to change any grade separation options that involve a tunnel.
The staff has recommended studying a tunnel that begins south of California Avenue.
Studying such an option as an alternative to a viaduct or a hybrid option for South Palo Alto
makes a lot of sense if there's a chance that it will yield an affordable tunnel.
However, we have not discussed this particular tunnel option publicly or at the CAP. The only
tunnel option that we have discussed publicly or at the CAP is one that begins further north,
between Embarcadero and Churchill.
It's also likely that neither of these options is the "city-wide tunnel" that many are imagining.
Given that so many residents are pinning their hopes on a tunnel that we can all afford, it
makes sense to take the time to get it right.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Xuan
Council, City
Railroad
Monday, December 17, 2018 3:33:17 PM

Dear council,
We should try to identify the best financial option for our city. Given the current state of budgetary finances, we are
in no position to entertains ‘viaducts’ and ‘tunnels’. Instead, it seems more suitable to build an underpass for
pedestrians, like the one near Paly. Or we could just have a highway style barrier next to the tracks as a crude sound
barrier of sorts, or both. The only people who are pushing for it are those who stand to benefit the most when their
property values rise as a result, otherwise known as a vocal minority, while everyone else suffers.
It’s time for us to face it, Palo Alto doesn’t have unlimited money, and it's from that standpoint in which we should
look at this issue.
Thanks,
William

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

bruce.train@yahoo.com
Council, City
mickie winkler
Re: [chbb850] Please avoid years of road construction impacts
Friday, December 14, 2018 9:14:04 PM

Dear Council Members:
I'm also a Palo Alto resident and I agree completely with Mickie Winkler.
One reason I favor the viaduct option is that it could allow installation of multiple safe
paths for cyclists and pedestrians under the tracks, undoing a lot of the bifurcation of
the city caused by the railroad tracks. It could also open the possibility of more
crossings for cars, reducing some of the traffic congestion at the current crossings
that occurs during much of the day.
Thank you for looking carefully at the viaduct option.
Bruce Train
(650) 324-7346
Channing House
Palo Alto resident since 1972
On Friday, December 14, 2018, 7:10:55 PM PST, mickie winkler <mickie650@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear council members,
When you think about the railroad grade crossings, please consider the potential multi-year
traffic impacts of your decision--the impacts to our school kid and businesses, the added travel
times and relentless congestion, and the ability of all of us to get around for years.
The viaduct option alone –according to our staff report—has minimal impacts to roadways
during construction--plus an option to build the track without a shoofly.
The viaduct option further creates new real estate underneath the track. It could be visually
preferable to a raised solid wall. Despite fears expressed continually, the noise impacts,
according to staff, will be attenuated. (The pros and cons of the Viaduct option, as presented by
staff, are listed below. )
Thank you for bringing the interests of the full community to the decision-making process by
pursuing the viaduct option. Your job is to lead.
Sincerely,
Mickie Winkler
Channing House
850 Webster St.

Palo Alto, CA 94301
Pros
Minimal impact to roadways during construction
Option to build without a shoo fly
Landscaping can be fully restored
Opportunity for linear park
Does not block creeks
Low long-term maintenance costs
No major utility reconstruction
Cons
Requires design exception from Caltrain
Visual impact
Relocate rail-road cross over just north of San Antonio station
Mickie Winkler
650-324-7444 office
650-335-5540 cell
-You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "CHBB" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to
chbb850+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To post to this group, send email to chbb850@googlegroups.com.
Visit this group at https://groups.google.com/group/chbb850.
For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen Golden
Council, City
Re: Rail Crossing decisions
Monday, December 17, 2018 3:13:19 PM

To: The Palo Alto City Council
Re: Rail Crossings
Date: Monday, December 17, 2018
Thank you for bringing the interests of the full community to the decision-making process
by pursuing the viaduct option but I am concerned that the meeting this evening, Monday,
December 17, 2018 at 8:00PM will be at an inopportune time and the issue will not get the
proper attention. Don’t we already have a January 23rd meeting scheduled to discuss
related issues?
However, I do ask that when the railroad grade crossings are discussed
tonight, that you please consider the potential multi-year traffic impacts of your
decision--the impacts to our school kids and to our local businesses, the added
travel times and the merciless congestion that we would have to contend with,
and the ability of all of us to move around our community for many long years.

The viaduct option alone – according to the staff report—has minimal impacts
to roadways during construction--plus an option to build the track without a
shoofly. The viaduct option further creates new real estate underneath the
track, a very interesting feature and a viaduct could be visually preferable to a
raised solid wall. Despite fears expressed continually, the noise impacts,
according to staff, will be attenuated.

Sincerely yours,
Helen Golden
850 Webster Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

davherzl@sbcglobal.net
Council, City
Selection of Alternatives for Road Separation Meadow and Charleston
Sunday, December 16, 2018 8:43:31 PM
Meadow and Charleston Matrix.xlsx

To the Rail Committee,
Thank you for taking your time and reading my feedback in regards to road separation for Meadow
and Charleston.
I have been a long time Palo Alto Resident. I went to Palo Verde Elementary School, Wilber Middle
School, graduated Palo Alto High in 1982, and continue to live and enjoy Palo Alto. Palo Alto is a
great place to live, this is my home, and love living in Palo Alto.
Palo Alto has always been bicycle friendly, been on top of recycling, invested in trees throughout the
city, and a city that is respectful to the citizens.
I have been following the decision of grade separation, have been to several rail committee
meetings, and attended the recent community meeting on November 28th.
I have reviewed all the alternatives with an open mind and come to this question “What is best for
the community” and I strongly feel the Trench alternative is the best.
I reviewed the evaluation matrix and put scores of 1 to 6 for each criteria, see attached.
Trench scored 43, Hybrid 36, and Viaduct scored 44. Even though the Viaduct scored the highest by
one point, I still believe the best alternative is the Trench. The criteria of noise & vibration and visual
should be weighted more, and the Trench is the leader in both of these.
Also a criteria of what does the community want should be included. After all it is the community
that has to live with the decision. All the feedback that I have listen to from the community is that
they do not want any of the raised options and in fact there are about 500 neighbors that have
signed a petition to this effect.
The city has a big decision to make, I believe they should evaluate all alternatives using criteria, but
should look at what criteria is most important to the community, and what does the community
want.
I am willing to live with the disruption and duration of construction if the end product is better. I
strongly believe the Trench is the best option. The visual impact of the Hybrid and Viaduct are
terrible. We do not want to look up at this 30 to 40 foot high monstrosity.
I know that the Trench is the hard option for it has to overcome some design issues – It however is
the favored option with the community and the best option.
Thanks.
David Herzl
4135 Park Blvd. Palo Alto

Meadow & Charleson Evaluation Matrix.

Criteria

Number
Trench

Hybrid

Viaduct

Improve East- West Connectivity
Reduce Traffic Congestion and Delays

6
6

4
6

Provide clear, safer routes for pedestrians an

6

4

Support continued operations
Finance with feasible funding sources

4
1

4
3

Minimize right of way acquisition

2

3

Reduce rail noise and vibration

6

3

Maintain or improve local access

6

6

Minimize visual changes along corridor

Minimize disruption and duration of constru

5

1

1
43

2
36

Comment
Trench
The crossing is at street level, this is the
6 best option for connectivity
6 Agree all are improvements

6 Bikes cross at street level
Will have shoofly, and some additional
5 maintenance
2 Based on cost
Used values from the Evaluation Matrix
6 provided by the committee
I believe this would have the least rail
noise and vibration, the ground is
sheltering the noise, I would think that
noise bouncing off the walls would reflect
2 high up in the air
Used values from the Evaluation Matrix
6 provided by the committee
Visually this is the best, and is one the
more important criterias. The limit to the
bushes shaves it by one factor, but you put
in hedges with shallow roots. The big
visual advantage is you do not see the
2 train high up in the air.
Used values from the Evaluation Matrix
provided by the committee. I did not
change values, but to me this is not an
important criteria, the end product is what
3 is more imortant
44

Hybrid

Viaduct

The crossing is down and up.
Agree all are improvements
Bikes have to go down and back up, less
safe.

The crossing is at street level
Agree all are improvements

Will have shoofly
Based on cost
Used values from the Evaluation Matrix
provided by the committee

Least disruptive to operations, no shoofly
Based on cost
Used values from the Evaluation Matrix
provided by the committee

I believe this will impact a larger
community
Used values from the Evaluation Matrix
provided by the committee

I believe the higher up would generate
noise further out.
Used values from the Evaluation Matrix
provided by the committee

Visually the worst, from the neighbors
yards this will be closer than the Viaduct.
Used values from the Evaluation Matrix
provided by the committee. I did not
change values, but to me this is not an
important criteria, the end product is what
is more imortant

Visually better to the Hybrid, but still very
poor there will be a train that is high up in
the air that can be seen from a far.
Used values from the Evaluation Matrix
provided by the committee. I did not
change values, but to me this is not an
important criteria, the end product is what
is more imortant

Bikes cross at street level

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kellerman, Thomas W.
Council, City
Shikada, Ed; De Geus, Robert; Barbara Ann Hazlett; kanne.megan@gmail.com; Rachel Kellerman;
yoriko12330@icloud.com; nadianaik@gmail.com; alisonlcormack@gmail.com
Submission for December 17, 2018 Council Meeting
Sunday, December 16, 2018 6:19:17 PM
Rail Letter - 12-17-18 Council Meeting.docx

Honorable City Council Members:
We are writing with regard to the proposal to be considered at the City Council meeting to
be held on December 17, 2018 concerning proposed modifications to the Connecting Palo
Alto alternatives under consideration. We would like to submit the attached letter for your
review.
Thank you for your consideration of the attached submission and for your efforts to address
these important issues as the City strives to improve its transportation infrastructure.
Best regards,
Barbara Hazlett
Megan Kanne
Thomas Kellerman
Rachel Kellerman
Yoriko Kishimoto
thomas.kellerman@morganlewis.com
+1.650.843.7550

DISCLAIMER
This e-mail message is intended only for the personal use
of the recipient(s) named above. This message may be an
attorney-client communication and as such privileged and
confidential and/or it may include attorney work product.
If you are not an intended recipient, you may not review,
copy or distribute this message. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify us immediately by
e-mail and delete the original message.

Honorable Council Members:
We are a group of University South residents writing regarding the proposed actions for the December 17, 2018 City
Council meeting with respect to the Connecting Palo Alto project (agenda Item number 3). We have met with several
neighbors in the University South area and attended a number of community meetings concerning the various
proposals under consideration. In these discussions there has been a strong consensus that any changes to existing
rail crossings need to be approved only after a thorough traffic study and the inclusion of appropriate mitigation
measures to ensure that the criteria adopted by the City Council are truly achieved. We agree with City staff and
other constituents in North Palo Alto that the traffic solutions need to be treated as an integrated system and not
merely as individual intersections. We encourage the City Council to abide by these agreed prerequisites in its
consideration of which alternatives to implement.
For the reasons described below, we believe that the Churchill Avenue crossing should be added to the Coordinated
Area Plan. Accordingly, we respectfully propose that item a) under the Action Item #3 to be considered by the City
Council be modified to read as follows:
“Separate from Study all Alternatives for the Palo Alto Avenue and Churchill Avenue Crossings (Closure and
Hybrid) and Include Palo Alto Avenue and Churchill Avenue in a Separate Comprehensive Planning Effort;”
Our analysis of this proposal and a number of related issues is set forth below.
Impact of Alternatives on Traffic in Residential Streets
The City Council adopted several criteria to consider in evaluating each alternative. Among these criteria are the
following:
•
•
•

Consider the impact on traffic on residential streets and work to minimize the effect of changes to the
city’s rail crossings;
The FAQs published by the City state at answer A24 a commitment for “evaluation criteria to provide
clear, safe routes for pedestrians and bikes”; and
The Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan, policy T-3.16 provides as follows: “Keep existing at-grade rail
crossings open to motor vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists, consistent with results of a focused
circulation study and context sensitive alternatives analysis”.

These criteria have often not been included in the summaries of the alternatives under consideration as they impact
the articulated criteria. The continued inclusion of these criteria and a careful analysis of the impact of each proposal
on residential traffic as well as pedestrian and bicycle safety is required by the agreed evaluation process, and indeed
is required by the existing Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan. It is our expectation that the City Council will ensure that
this analysis is included as it moves forward with the evaluation process.
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Required Inclusion of Mitigation Actions
In its Motion 2, adopted on June 19, 2018, the City Council included the following requirements:
d. Remove the language regarding widening Embarcadero Road underpass from
description of Churchill Avenue crossing closed (CAX) idea; and
e. Add to Churchill Avenue crossing closed (CAX) idea, “study additional options for
addressing traffic in the Embarcadero Road underpass area including actions to
minimize redirected traffic onto residential streets in adjacent neighborhoods and
commit to adopting appropriate mitigations to address the impacts”

As stated, the adoption of mitigation measures is a required aspect of each proposal. With respect to the proposals
under consideration regarding the Churchill crossing, we have yet to hear any potential mitigation actions from City
staff or its consultants. Logically a thoughtful analysis of mitigation factors will require specific proposals and a
thorough study of projected traffic patterns and the likely impact of the suggested mitigation actions. This aspect of
the overall analysis cannot be given short shrift. The City Council has committed that it will not adopt any specific
proposal until the intended mitigation actions are incorporated into the proposal. We expect the Council will honor
this commitment.
Traffic Study Data
The City’s consultants have recently been conducting traffic studies and gathering relevant data. This data will be
essential to a proper analysis and adoption of thoughtful proposals. Our community is fortunate to have many
residents with deep skill sets in data analytics. We strongly encourage the City to make the raw traffic study data
available to the community to ensure a robust analysis is performed. The traffic data has been compiled in a very
short time period. In reviewing the data, the City Council should ensure that the data is truly sufficient to support its
decision-making process. If it is determined that the collected data is not sufficiently detailed or comprehensive, it
will be incumbent on the Council to gather additional data before any decisions are reached. With respect to the
Churchill crossing, we have the benefit of the opportunity to conduct a real-world trial closure for a period of time
necessary to gather data reflecting the actual experience of such a closure. If the City Council decides to continue to
analyze this alternative, we encourage conducting a real-world trial before a final decision is made.
Coordinated Area Plan
The City staff is proposing that alterations be made to the Connecting Palo Alto planning process to include any
potential alterations to the Palo Alto Avenue crossing as part of a Coordinated Area Plan for the Downtown area. We
are supportive of this proposal. As noted above, there seems to be a general consensus that the planning process
should be conducted on a system-wide basis. As stated by City staff, the Stanford University General Use Permit
(“GUP”) process will directly impact the North Palo Alto traffic planning process. In answer A27 to the City’s FAQs on
this project, the City has acknowledged that both the Embarcadero and University crossings are interconnected and
would benefit from “a more comprehensive planning effort”. This seems empirically obvious and we support this
approach. University Avenue and Embarcadero Road constitute the principal entrances to Stanford and this
interaction needs to be contemplated in a single integrated traffic proposal. Moreover, the earlier observations from
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City staff and consultants have emphasized that the traffic patterns between Churchill Avenue and Embarcadero Road
are closely intertwined. It is clear to us that the approach that will yield the best results over the long term is to
incorporate all of the North Palo Alto crossings into the intended Coordinated Area Plan. A carefully coordinated plan
will best serve our community for many years to come.
Proposed Revision to Council Proposal #3
Based on the foregoing, we believe the revision to the City Council proposal set forth above is the best method to
achieve the City’s long-term goals and meet the needs of our residents.
Our neighbors welcome an opportunity to discuss these matters further with the members of City Council and the
Rail Committee.
Thank you for your time and commitment to this important process.
Sincerely,
Barbara Hazlett
Megan Kanne
Rachel H. Kellerman
Thomas W. Kellerman
Yoriko Kishimoto
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amie Neff
Council, City; Cory Wolbach; Adrian Fine; Filseth, Eric (external); kou.pacc@gmail.com; Tom DuBois; Greg
Tanaka; Scharff, Greg; electcormack@gmail.com; Shikada, Ed; Keene, James; De Geus, Robert
Train Grade Separation Alternative
Monday, December 17, 2018 11:21:52 AM

Dear Council and Rail Committee Members,
I am unable to attend tonights meeting, but would like to add to my neighbors voices and ask
the council to carefully consider the lasting impact tonight's decision will have on our
community.
I would urge you to eliminate all above-ground options for South Palo Alto.
I would also urge you to study the option of putting the passenger train in a tunnel below, with
freight above. This will be the best long-term solution. The future of freight on this line is
uncertain. Why would we spend millions to accommodate a train which is running
infrequently, and maybe not for long.
To Misters Keene, Scharff, and Wolbach, I'm sorry to see you three go and appreciate all your
years of service and dedication to this project, and the City of Palo Alto.
Happy Holidays Everyone, and Best Wishes for the New Year.
-Amie Neff
M.Arch, LEED® AP
-cell: 650/ 396/ 9146
amie.neff@gmail.com
www.capabledesign.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mueller, Ray
Council, City
menlo.mueller@gmail.com
Tunnel for High Speed Rail
Monday, December 17, 2018 11:55:00 AM

Dear Mayor Kniss and Esteemed Palo Alto City Councilmembers,
While I cannot speak for the newly seated City Council of Menlo Park, as we have not yet met on this issue, I can
speak for myself. I remain very interested in meeting with representatives of the Palo Alto City Council and other
City Councils subregionally, formally, to discuss the viability of a tunnel for high speed rail in our portion of the
peninsula. My hope is you will not dismiss this alternative until we have had a chance to discuss this option,
collaboratively, together.
With kind regards,
Ray Mueller?

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dave Shen
Carnahan, David; Council, City
David Shen; De Geus, Robert
URGENT Re: Presentation at City Council meeting on Monday night 12/17/18
Friday, December 14, 2018 5:26:21 AM
Embarcadero and Palo Alto Ave Concepts v7.pptx

NOTE!!!! THE INCORRECT PRESENTATION IS IN THE PACKET FOR MONDAY!!!!
Would you please substitute this one for the one that is in there?
The one you have inserted was one I previewed at CAP - we made modifications to shorten its
length to be suitable for presentation during public comment.
THANK YOU!! Dave Shen
On Wed, Dec 12, 2018 at 11:32 AM Dave Shen <dshenster@gmail.com> wrote:
David,
How are you? I have a presentation which I'd like to share with City Council and staff for
Monday's City Council meeting on 12/17/18. I have not seen the agenda yet so not sure
where it could be presented but my understanding is that City Council will take some time to
talk about the grade separation project, with which this presentation is related.
My plan is to ask 5 members of the community to give up their time for me to be able to
deliver this presentation. Would you also please confirm how much actual time can be
assembled via this method? Could I get 5 people x 3 minutes each = 15 minutes?
Thank you very much for the opportunity to present this information and please let me know
if there are any issues.
David Shen
CAP member, Palo Alto Grade Separation Project
North Old Palo Alto Group
http://www.northoldpaloalto.org
-----------------

Embarcadero and
Palo Alto Ave Concepts
David Shen, Tony Carrasco, Jason Matlof
V7 12-12-18

Concept Goals
• STIMULATE THINKING AND POSSIBILITIES
• TREAT TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS IN PALO ALTO AS A SYSTEM
• ADVOCATE FOR ADDING EMBARCADERO TO WORK PLAN
• ADVOCATE FOR EXPANDED THINKING ON PALO ALTO AVE

Embarcadero Ave

Goals
• Upgrade/update old 1930s structure.
• Reduce traffic flow in neighborhood streets.
• Increase safety and access for pedestrians and cyclists.
• Fix traffic lights between Alma and El Camino.
• Do all this without property takings

Concept 1: Josh Mello – Curve Embarcadero to the south,
add exit loop onto Embarcadero West.

Orange= original
path of Embarcadero

Exit loop
Traffic light

Traffic light

Concept 2: Josh Mello – Curve Embarcadero to the south,
add left exit lane from Alma North onto Embarcadero West.

Orange= original
path of Embarcadero

Left exit lane
Traffic light

Traffic light

Concept 3: Exit ramp from Alma North onto Embarcadero
West. Curve Embarcadero to south

Traffic light

Orange= original
path of Embarcadero

Exit ramp from Kingsley to
Embarcadero West

Traffic light

Concept 4: Tony Carrasco – Create traffic circle between
Alma and Embarcadero

I
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'
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Palo Alto Ave

Goals
• Maintain access from Alma to El Camino into Menlo Park.
• Maintain pedestrian/cyclist access
• Protect historic bridge and El Palo Alto tree.
• Do all this without property takings

Concept 1: Shift new road to El Camino to the south, change location in park
area of El Camino Park. Add sloping down road alongside Alma to drop down
to underpass. If 2% grade, slope down begins at Everett.
2 lanes slope up to meet El Camino, approx.
2-4% grade

Adjacent drop down
2 lanes, approx. 2-3%
grade

Train tracks remain
at same level

Traffic light
governs flow

Concept 1a: Shift new road to El Camino to the south, change location in park
area of El Camino Park. Add sloping down road alongside Alma to drop down
to underpass. If 5% grade, slope can start in/around Hawthorne.
2 lanes slope up to meet El Camino, approx.
5% grade

Adjacent drop down
2 lanes, approx. 5%
grade

Train tracks remain
at same level

Traffic light
governs flow

Concept 2: Tony Carrasco – Create rail viaduct from Menlo Park through Palo
Alto downtown, change path of train tracks around historic bridge
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TO REPEAT:
• AGAIN: CONCEPTS TO STIMULATE THINKING AND CREATIVITY
• ADVOCATE FOR EMBARCADERO TO BE INSERTED INTO THE WORK PLAN
NOW
• ADVOCATE FOR MORE STUDY ON PALO ALTO AVE
• GOALS:

• MAKE PALO ALTO OVERALL A BETTER ENVIRONMENT FOR CARS, BIKES, AND
PEDESTRIANS
• PRESERVE *ALL* NEIGHBORHOODS’ INTEGRITY
• DO IT ALL WITHOUT PROPERTY TAKINGS

We Are Already in the ”Red Zone”
Trains/Day
180
160
140
120

RED ZONE = 7 YEARS

100
80
60

Estimated construction time = 10 years

40
20
0

Data: AECOM

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

RED ZONE
• The RED ZONE grows in time every month/year we delay.
• MINIMIZE THE RED ZONE = MINIMIZE DISRUPTION AND DISCOMFORT!
• Advocate for:
•
•
•
•

Speed up: more parallel work
Minimize delays in decisions
Don’t get trapped in endless study and information gathering
Make decisions and stick with them

• MINIMIZE THE RED ZONE!

APPENDIX

About Grade and
Grade Standards

4. Grades (slope) and Why They Matter
/

RISE

- - x 100 =GRADE o/o
RUN

GRADE
Rt SE-+

RUN /#

•

The steepness (slope) of the road/track is known as the grade.

•

Percent grade is how much the road or track rises (in feet) for every 100
feet of distance (the run).

1% grade means for every 100 ft along track, the train climbs 1 ft in height.
2% grade means the train rises 2 feet in the same 100 feet of run (so it's
steeper).
To go up 10 ft, you need 1000 feet of runway (1%), but at 2o/o you only need
500 feet of runway. Steeper grades make for cheaper projects!
Hatch Mott study for Palo Alto: 1% trench cost $1.15 Billion
2% trench cost $480 millionl
10/18/17
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Graphic below presented by City of Palo
Alto 9/16/17 Community V\forkshop #1

Grade Standards Impact Projects
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•

Design standards govern steepness of
roads and tracks

•

For bikes/peds, ADA requires max 5°/o
grade (1 O ft min clearance)
Roadways can go up to 8°/o grade (1 5 ft
clearance)
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•

Trains need a more gradual grade than
cars, bikes/peds
Caltrain has a design standard of 1°/o
grade with a possibility of going up to
2°/o grade with permission (not on
chart!).

•

Based on what we know, 2°/o grade is
possible (Caltrain standards , UP Contract)

•

Freight trains can go 2°/o and High Speed
Rail can go 4-6°/o (all prefer flatter)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Ann Michel
Council, City
Viaduct train option yes
Sunday, December 16, 2018 7:18:53 PM

Dear council members,
When you think about the railroad grade crossings, please consider the potential multi-year traffic impacts of your
decision--the impacts to our school kid and businesses, the added travel times and relentless congestion, and the
ability of all of us to get around for years.
The viaduct option alone –according to our staff report—has minimal impacts to roadways during construction--plus
an option to build the track without a shoofly.
The viaduct option further creates new real estate underneath the track. It could be visually preferable to a raised
solid wall. Despite fears expressed continually, the noise impacts, according to staff, will be attenuated.
I hope you are working with Mountain View and Atherton and Redwood City.
Mary Ann M
#384 503

Emails to City Council Related to
Rail Received in February 2019

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Nadia Naik
Chris Logan; Dave Shen; Greg Brail; Inyoung Cho; Kari Hodgson; Mandar Borkar; Megan Kanne; Parag Patkar;
Patricia Lau; Philip Burton; Carrasco, Tony
De Geus, Robert; Goodwin Eileen; PAN; Shikada, Ed; Council, City
Caltrain Electrification Funding not affected by High Speed Rail
Tuesday, February 19, 2019 7:30:47 PM

In the last several days, there has been a lot of talk about the future of High Speed Rail in
California.
Here’s a good synopsis of what it means for Caltrain
http://www.greencaltrain.com/2019/02/state-continues-to-support-caltrain-networkimprovements-with-scaleback-of-hsr/

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nadia Naik
Council, City; Planning Commission; Gaines, Chantal; Shikada, Ed; Chris Logan; Dave Shen; Greg Brail; Inyoung
Cho; Megan Kanne; Kari Hodgson; Mandar Borkar; Parag Patkar; Patricia Lau; Philip Burton; Carrasco, Tony
Conservative designs lead to big costs
Wednesday, February 27, 2019 7:36:12 PM
California high-speed rail has a cost problem. Was it the big bridges copy.pdf

Over the last several months, CARRD has pointed out repeatedly that the height
assumptions being used by Caltrain (which are derived from HSR) are much more
conservative (higher) than needed.
Attached is article on how the High Speed Rail consultant's assumptions are causing
cost overruns in the construction projects currently underway in the Central Valley.
When engineers design without financial and economic objectives, they design
conservatively -- always, and why not from their point of view?
What lessons can we learn from what is occurring in the Central Valley?

2/27/2019

California high-speed rail has a cost problem. Was it the big bridges?
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BEFORE OUR SPECIES IS EXTERMINATED

METROPOLIS

Why Did California Build Such Tall Bridges Over Its
High-Speed Train Tracks?
By HENRY GRABAR
FEB 26, 2019 • 6 02 PM
TWEET
SHARE
COMMENT

High enough for ya?
CHSRA

California’s lagship high-speed rail project is in trouble. The state only has enough money to complete
the route’s middle segment, running through the agricultural heartland of the Central Valley, but not
to connect to Los Angeles and San Francisco, the major population centers on either end. Part of the
problem: The budget has soared, with the Central Valley segment alone—thought to be the easiest
one to complete—leaping from $6 billion to $10.6 billion.

Popular in Slate
https://slate.com/business/2019/02/california-high-speed-rail-has-a-cost-problem-was-it-the-big-bridges.html
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California high-speed rail has a cost problem. Was it the big bridges?
Every Law Professor With a Twitter Account Says Congressman Matt Gaetz Just Committed Witness Tampering

Michael Jackson’s Legacy Shouldn’t Survive Leaving Neverland. Here’s Why It Will.

Dear Care and Feeding: I’m Worried My Eighth-Grader Is Getting Handsy With His Girlfriends

Michael Cohen Live: Watch Trump’s Former Attorney Testify Before the House Oversight Committee

On Feb. 17, the HSR watchdog Elizabeth Goldstein Alexis shared an interesting observation about the
beleaguered project, which is currently under construction in the Central Valley. New bridges over the
train tracks—mostly roads, which cross from one side to the other every couple miles or more often—
were required to clear the top of the rails by 27 feet.
A Shinkansen 700 series train car—the kind that whips passengers around Japan at 200 mph—is 12
feet and 1 inch high. The new bridges over the new California high-speed rail tracks are so high you
could slide two Shinkansens beneath them, stacked on top of each other. Is it normal to build so much
room between the top of a train and the bottom of a bridge?

Broadly speaking, yes, because that space will be taken up with electrical equipment—the web of
wires that supplies power to the train. At the same time, California may be building the highest highspeed rail overpasses in the world, which re lects the project’s unusual structure—speci ically, its
designers’ relative indi erence to construction costs compared to future maintenance costs.
Goldstein Alexis is a co-founder of Californians Advocating Responsible Rail Design, an advocacy
group that has scrutinized the California High Speed Rail Authority for a decade and warned about
some of its questionable practices—in particular the reliance on the contractor-industrial complex,
wherein a handful of irms are responsible for both designing and building (not to mention lobbying
for) so many U.S. rail infrastructure projects. They have been very poorly supervised by CAHSR, a
November state audit concluded.
More broadly, the results of this arrangement have been disastrous by international
standards. American rail is considerably more expensive than comparable projects in Europe. “We end
up overbuilding everything,” Goldstein Alexis suggested. “And once you overbuild, there are knock-on
e ects.”
It was the world’s megacontractor-extraordinaire, WSP USA (then known as Parsons Brinckerho )
that made the 27-foot bridge standard for the project in its 2009 design criteria. (WSP declined to
speak with Slate for this story, and directed questions to the CHSRA, which runs the project.)

If you’ve been to the Central Valley recently, you might have noticed the enormous mounds of dirt that
constitute the overpass foundations. Bigger bridges cost more—not just because they require bigger
supports, but because the state has to buy enough land to build long, gentle ramps bringing the road
https://slate.com/business/2019/02/california-high-speed-rail-has-a-cost-problem-was-it-the-big-bridges.html
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California high-speed rail has a cost problem. Was it the big bridges?

up to the crossing height. (Interstate highways require 16 feet of vertical clearance, for comparison.)
Land acquisition has been a problem for CAHSR. So have, in at least two instances, the design and
construction of the overpasses.
Earlier studies in California had envisioned an HSR corridor with lower bridges, including a 2004 EIS
that set out a vertical clearance of 21 feet. A 2013 study by the Center for Transportation Research at
the University of Texas suggested high-speed rail in that state could be designed with “at least 19 feet
of clearance.” France’s SNCF—whose o er of assistance was turned down by California a decade ago—
manages with just over 21 feet of clearance to run its world-class TGV trains.
Still, several engineers suggested 27 feet was within the range for highspeed rail clearances. “They look very average against norms for global
railways,” said Noel Dolphin, an engineer with the Swiss railway electri ication irm Furrer + Frey. He
said California’s bridges came out to perhaps a half-foot higher than what he would have designed,
but that the di erence in cost would be minimal.

“Of course [higher clearance] makes it more expensive, but the marginal increase is negligible
compared to many other cost overruns,” said Roberto Illanes, an engineer working on a di erent
stretch of the project.
On Monday, I spoke with Frank Vacca, the chief of rail operations for the California High Speed Rail
Authority. The trains would draw their electricity from a contact wire 17.5 feet above the track, he said.
The catenary—the collection of related electrical equipment—occupied the next ive feet. There are
three feet of clearance for the feeder wire. Finally, there’s a foot and change of electrical clearance.
There are ways to design overhead wires that require less space. For example: In Japan, Shinkansen
trains get 25 feet of room under bridges, but by attaching the catenary to the overhead structure, the
height can be lowered to 23 feet. In California, by contrast, engineers committed to have free-standing
electrical equipment under overhead bridges. “A limited amount of excessive o set in the Structure
Gauge is not normally a concern,” they wrote, “so in case of doubt, it is better to err in the direction of
more clearance rather than less clearance.”
Does that make the bridges higher above the tracks and more expensive to build? Yes. But, says
Vacca, because the bond proposal that funded the HSR project requires the system to cover
operations and maintenance with ticket sales, there was a strong incentive to reduce the kind of
variable design that would require more care down the road. “Our construction design requirements
tend to build a system that’s optimized the use of construction one-time costs as opposed to longterm maintenance costs,” he said. Spend now, save later. Or at least that was the idea.
This post has been updated with information from the SNCF.

Support our journalism
Help us continue covering the news and issues important to you—and get ad-free podcasts and bonus segments, members-only content, and other
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Minor, Beth
Council, City
FW: Caltrain business plan - opportunities and infrastructure
Monday, February 4, 2019 8:26:46 AM
image002.png

Thanks and have a great day.
BBeth Minor, City Clerk
City of Palo Alto
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(650)329-2379

From: Adina Levin <adina.levin@friendsofcaltrain.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 3, 2019 8:50 PM
To: Lydia Kou <lydiakou@gmail.com>; Adrian Fine <adrianfine@gmail.com>; Shikada, Ed <Ed.Shikada@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Subject: Caltrain business plan - opportunities and infrastructure

Hello, Council Members Kou and Fine,
As Palo Alto's representative on Caltrain's local policymaker working group and Rail Committee chair, you
have likely seen information about the potential for ridership and service increases enabled by electrification
over time. Using information from the agency's reports, here is an update on how the future scenarios may
relate to Palo Alto.  
Caltrain’s business plan studies reveal exciting forecasts that Caltrain could increase ridership to nearly a
quarter of a million average daily trips, depending on the service schedule it runs and the infrastructure it
adds to support higher levels of ridership.
If Caltrain provides service to meet pent-up demand, ridership would increase from ~70,000 today, when Caltrain
already carries the equivalent of nearly 3 freeway lanes. The increase would be the equivalent of double-decking the
101 freeway.
Caltrain has been analyzing and reporting on what the future growth scenarios would look like in terms of service
levels, and the amount of passing infrastructure that would be needed to deliver the service with a high-quality, clockface schedule where trains arrive at regular intervals (unlike the confusing irregular schedule today.)
The “Baseline” scenarios studied in the Caltrain and High Speed Rail environmental reviews assumed a schedule with
up to 6 Caltrain trains per direction per hour (tph), with up to 4 High Speed trains.
The “Moderate growth” scenario could double this, to 12 trains per direction per hour – a train every 5 minutes at the
busiest stations. The “High Growth” scenario would increase frequency to 16 trains per direction per hour – a train less
than every 4 minutes (the same as BART’s frequency in the core between Daly City and West Oakland).
The “Moderate Growth” scenario would require about 4 additional miles of passing infrastructure over today’s system, and the
“High Growth” scenario would require 11 more miles of passing track. The passing tracks would help not only with service level
and capacity, but also would improve the quality of the service. Without additional passing infrastructure, the studies showed
that the Caltrain schedule would be affected by “bunching”.
For example, without passing infrastructure, Downtown San Mateo would see 4 tph (trains per direction per hour) – but two
trains would arrive over a span of <10 minutes, then there would be a >20 minute gap in service while high speed trains travel

through the corridor. Also, with passing tracks, service could be designed to avoid the “you can’t get there from here”
challenges with the skip-stop pattern.

Palo Alto
In the Moderate growth scenario, requiring passing tracks, which could be near Cal Ave or probably more logically at
the University Caltrain station, allows Caltrain to increase service from the 6 tph baseline to 8 tph downtown - service
every 7.5 minutes. The high growth scenario, requiring passing tracks extending further south, would allow service to
increase to 12tph - every 5 minutes - downtown.   
The Cal Ave station would see 15-minute service in the Moderate and High Growth scenarios, which would do a better
job at supporting mixed use/housing being considered for the Fry’s area, and possibly for the Stanford Research Park
area, for which Cal Ave the closest station.
Palo Alto is wrestling with decisions about its at-grade crossings and the need for solutions for Palo Alto Avenue,
Churchill, Meadow and Charleston. Because the State Rail Plan has called out capacity and grade separations on the
corridor as a high priority for the state, it is logical that the decision to add passing infrastructure would help
significantly in bringing in state funding for the grade separations.
Station

Baseline

Moderate

High Growth

Palo Alto

6tph

8tph

12tph

Cal Ave

2tph

4tph

4tph

Plans for electric service schedule in 2022
The “Baseline” scenario - with initial electrification - assumed a “skip stop” pattern that poses some challenges in
traveling between non-major stations.The prototypical “skip stop” schedule studied for initial electrification is not a real
schedule that Caltrain plans to deliver. After the board decides on its long-term service vision as part of the Business
Plan, Caltrain will assess schedule options for initial electric service, and potential roadmaps to expand service from a
2022 starting point to the future scenarios. Then, before electric service starts in 2022, there will be a public process to
discuss and review the service options for initial electric service.
Summary
Here is the full blog post showing how a Caltrain system with much higher ridership would work city by city– how
much extra service is likely to be provided, and what passing tracks would be needed to deliver that service?
http://www.greencaltrain.com/2019/01/city-by-city-what-the-future-might-hold-with-caltrain-electric-servicegrowth-and-infrastructure/
The scenarios offer the potential for greatly increased service that would help support expected increase in
transit demand in the Downtown and Cal Ave areas.  
Given these potential major changes, might Palo Alto interested in a City Council study session or public
workshop?
This Spring, the Caltrain board is expected to make important decisions about strategic direction that will
effect Palo Alto and the whole region. Palo Alto's voice will be heard on the Local Policymaker Working
Group. Will Palo Alto want to express a more direct opinion?
Thank you for your consideration,
- Adina
Adina Levin
Friends of Caltrain
http://greencaltrain.com
650-646-4344

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Glenn Fisher
Council, City
Rail Committee - grade separation concerns
Thursday, February 21, 2019 3:48:52 PM

Hi,
I’m addressing the Rail Committee, which I understand is currently a committee of the whole.
I’ve spent some time to read all the presentations and white papers, and I have a few concerns that I’d like to raise.
1) Financing.
The Consultant’s estimate is that implementing any of the plans will raise property taxes by $1700 to $6500 per year
(that’s additional to current taxes). That’s up to a 40% increase over current property tax.
I did my own analysis. If one assumes that half of the cost comes from external sources, and only houses are taxed,
over 30 years to pay off the bond, it works out to about $270/year/household for the cheapest (hybrid) to
$4300/year/household for tunnel.
I think it’s critical that the potential cost to each household is clearly communicated. I think if people who want the
tunnel realized it would cost them $4200/year for the next 30 years, they might change their mind.
I realize that until plans are finalized and the city shops funding sources, we won’t know how much it will actually
cost per household; and that there will be some sort of tax on businesses (property tax?) that will further reduce the
cost, but that isn’t a reason to not talk about cost now.
2) Creeks and flooding
The trench option is favored by many people, but it has two huge obstacles. One is that the city may never get
permission to obstruct the creeks and replace them with a pump system. It is disingenuous at best to promote an
option which is not feasible because of permitting and rights issues. The other is reliability of the pump systems.
During the time I’ve lived in the city the pump systems for Embarcadero and Page Mill underpasses have failed
more than once, flooding the underpass and rendering it impassible. Annoying. If the pump systems failed for
Adobe or Matadero creek under a trench option, houses above the tracks would be flooded, which would be more
than annoying and likely costly to the city.
3) Grade
Several of the options require a grade of more than 1%. However, it’s unclear that CalTrain and Union Pacific will
approve a grade greater than 1%. Apparently CalTrain has approved a grade slightly above 1% for another city.
Palo Alto needs to have certainty that a higher than 1% grade will be approved, or it must take those options off the
table. We can’t afford a multi-year delay while approval is sought, only to find that the powers won’t approve more
than 1%, and we have to go back to the drawing board and start over. It’s critical that the City aggressively pursue
the necessary approvals for a greater than 1% grade immediately.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dilcia Mercedes
Council, City
Rail Committee Questions
Monday, February 4, 2019 7:37:38 PM

Hi Palo Alto City Council,
My name is Dilcia Mercedes and I am a student reporter at the Peninsula Press. I'm reaching
out because I would like to speak with someone on the rail committee about grade
separations.
If you can reach out to me with a few times and dates that work this week, I can schedule a
phone call. I am mainly looking to learn about the process of grade separations and I am
hoping to understand what a timeline of the issue looks like within Palo Alto.
Please respond to this email: dilcia19@stanford.edu
Thank you!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mukul Agarwal
Council, City; Fine, Adrian; Kou, Lydia; greg@gregtanaka.org; liz.kniss@cityofpaloalti.org;
tomforcouncil@gmail.com; Cormack, Alison; Filseth, Eric (Internal); Shikada, Ed; De Geus, Robert
South PA tunnel option
Monday, February 4, 2019 2:47:53 PM

Dear city council members and staff: Hope all is well with you. I have been following on the
discussion at the different meetings and have also tried to make it out for a session in person.
I am writing this email to highlight my and my families overwhelming support for a tunnel for
South PA.
a) it retains the neighborhood and community
b) does not divide the city
c) will not become an ugly cynosure
d) preserves the bike friendly culture for all kids who use the crossings to go to middle and
high school
e) provides a way to rejuvenate the track area into something more beautiful
I have spoke to several of my neighbors who live on streets off of Park Blvd, and they all are
thankful for you to bring this option back for evaluation. We are confident that you will not be
swayed by the so called compromise of a hybrid option, which was predetermined imho, by
the people who do not live in these neighborhoods. The people who care would not agree to
the viaduct or raised train option. It will totally destroy the community we live in. So thank
you for keeping a perspective on what is important (ie; big picture) here - the kids, the school
children, and the community. Only a tunnel option can retain the Palo Alto character.
Mukul

Emails to City Council Related to Rail
Received in January 2019

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Martha Elizabeth Angell
Council, City
A bond issue is the most obvious choice
Thursday, January 31, 2019 3:29:02 PM

Hello City Council,
My name is Martha Angell. My husband John Grant and I live at 1681 Castilleja Avenue.
Former mayor Gail Woolley is my neighbor and friend.
I am following the CalTrain and HSR discussions with interest.
I started my legal career in New York at a firm called Mudge Rose, practicing municipal bond
law.
With that knowledge, I am perplexed that this community has not chosen a bond offering as
the most obvious solution to build an underground train rail. Along with Bethesda, Maryland,
Palo Alto is the wealthiest community in the US. It is known as the heart of Silicon Valley - an
area primed to grow and be an urban leader and model for other cities as we move into the
21st century.
A municipal bond offering would be easy to sell to institutional investors. It would be a winwin for Stanford and its students, faculty, and visitors, as well as the community, homeowners,
and future visitors.
I am happy to discuss further. My number is+16502835752.
Regards,
Martha Elizabeth Angell

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Anna Dambrosio
Council, City; De Geus, Robert; Filseth, Eric (external); adrianfine@gmail.com; kou.pacc@gmail.com;
greg@gregtanaka.org; liz.kniss@cityofpaloalti.org; tomforcouncil@gmail.com; Shikada, Ed; Cormack, Alison
Francesco De Paolis
Charleston/Meadow Rail Crossings
Sunday, January 27, 2019 5:26:01 PM

Dear Rail Committee and City Council members,
First, thanks for all your hard work.
My husband and I have recently purchased a property in the Greenmeadow community, one block away from Alma Street.
Soon after purchasing the property, we were informed about the rail project and the alternatives. Had we known that the City
was even considering building a viaduct along Alma, we would have never purchased the property.
Coming from Europe, I find it simply shocking that this is even being considered in 2019, especially in one of the most
expensive cities in the world which is home to some of the most highly educated citizens in the world. Please show some
pride in your beautiful city and empathy to your neighbors who might end up with a huge number of train passengers looking
into their backyards everyday and will see their property value drop.
I struggle to comprehend how a city as wealthy as Palo Alto could base such an important decision merely on numbers. I
sincerely and truly hope the raised options will be eliminated asap and more time will be spent on identifying the right
underground solution. I'm personally in favor of the tunneled passenger train and freight at grade, as this solution will not
interfere with the creeks, it will cost less then the tunnel solution and will leave space for other land use options if the freight
gets eventually electrified or re-routed over Dumbarton rail route.
Thanks again for the work done so far in this project,
Anna Dambrosio and Francesco De Paolis

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Wolfgang Dueregger
Council, City
Arthur Keller; Neilson Buchanan; John Guislin; Paul & Karen Machado; Shikada, Ed; David Schrom; Carol Scott;
Christian Pease
Fwd: Announcements from the City of Palo Alto for 01/16/2019
Wednesday, January 16, 2019 9:17:55 AM

Dear City Council,
please have the Rail Grade Separation as priority #1.
First, nothing got really done and/or accomplished on this issue. Grade separation
clearly affects transportation, housing and the budget (and not the other way around).
Second, it is already very late getting a sensible grade separation strategy worked
out, since electrification is about to start, and if ever a tunnel would be considered or
a partial trench, etc., how would this work if electrification is already partially
underway?
Please set clear priorities first and do those things first that affect other things - like
grade separation.
thank you
Wolfgang Dueregger
Evergreen Park
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Palo Alto <support@opengov.com>
Date: Wed, Jan 16, 2019 at 12:06 PM
Subject: Announcements from the City of Palo Alto for 01/16/2019
To: <wolfgang.dueregger@stanfordalumni.org>

Updates from the City of Palo Alto about Open City Hall

2019 City Council Priorities
Jan 15, 2019 02:57 pm | The City of Palo Alto

Is this email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

What are the priorities you would like to see the City Council adopt for 2019?
Each year, the City Council reviews its priorities for the year at its Annual Council Retreat. A
Council priority is defined as a topic that will receive significant attention during the year.
Typically, priorities have a three-year time limit, although some may continue beyond that time
period.
The priorities for 2018 included:
Transportation
Housing
Budget & Finance
Rail Grade Separation
Suggestions and feedback will be provided to the City Council in preparation for their retreat
scheduled for February 2, 2019. Your responses are important to the City Council. Please
submit all comments on this topic by January 28, 2019.
Read More
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955 Charter Street
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To:
Cc:
Subject:
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Attachments:

Nadia Naik
Shikada, Ed; De Geus, Robert
Council, City; patburt11@gmail.com
GUP/ Development Agreement / Tri-Party Agreement
Tuesday, January 22, 2019 8:55:21 PM
Stanford GUP DA Naik Burt Comments 112918.pdf

Rob and Ed,
Listening to tonight’s council meeting, I heard Councilmember Kou discuss the Tri-party
agreement relative to Stanford.
Attached is the comment letter I sent (along with former Mayor Pat Burt) to County
Supervisors that discusses that agreement that I thought would be helpful.
Nadia

November 29, 2018
County Supervisors Cindy Chaves and Joe Simitian
County Government Center
Tenth Floor - East Wing
70 West Hedding Street
San Jose, CA 95110
Re: Stanford Development Agreement
Dear Supervisors Chavez and Simitian,
We are writing today to recommend that Stanford be responsible for their fair
share of Palo Alto/Stanford area Caltrain grade separations and station
improvements. We’d like to preface our remarks by stating that the Development
Agreement should focus on public benefits and not be at the expense of mitigations
necessary to address any environmental impact.
Change is Coming
Huge regional growth is causing jurisdictions along the peninsula corridor to address the
biggest infrastructure projects many of those cities have ever faced, the need to
eliminate at-grade rail crossings. These projects are being driven by the pending
doubling of the number of trains per hour planned to occur over the next decade.
Caltrain is already the backbone transit system for the peninsula and its expansion is
essential for the TDM programs in jurisdictions throughout the line, including Stanford
and Palo Alto. The City of Palo Alto has determined that the gate down times and signal
recovery periods, resulting from the pending 20 total trains per hour, will render existing
at-grade rail crossings functionally gridlocked, severely hindering car, bus, bike and
pedestrian access routes to the Stanford campus.
Stanford as a Regional Jurisdiction with Financial Obligations
The basis for Stanford’s fair share obligation to fund grade separations and related
station improvements is fundamentally different from other GUP related mitigations that
are determined by Stanford’s incremental growth impacts. Mitigations for affordable
housing, schools or traffic impacts are calculated based on the additional needs
generated by the impacts of GUP growth. In contrast, Caltrain expansion is not
happening due to specific new development from the City of Palo Alto or Stanford, but
rather it is being imposed on jurisdictions because of the overwhelming cumulative
regional needs and Caltrain’s expanding vital role in regional transportation. The need
for each jurisdiction to solve grade crossing problems is essential to maintaining their
existing circulation after accommodating the increased Caltrain service that is the
backbone of TDM programs in the City and at Stanford.

Stanford has recognized their reliance on Caltrain expansion and is consequently
playing a key financial and planning role in the development of the new Caltrain
Business Plan. Stanford’s growth and reliance on Caltrain is also a key driver in the
need to expand Caltrain service. Together, their reliance on the grade crossings for
campus access and their need for expansion of Caltrain capacity for their TDM program
arguably make Stanford’s cost share obligation at least equal to that of the city.
Throughout the corridor, much of these costs are being absorbed by the impacted
jurisdictions. As a major unincorporated jurisdictional entity, Stanford is responsible for
their share of the local grade crossing expense.
The Caltrain corridor is essentially a permeable membrane that physically separates the
Stanford campus from critical transportation corridors to the East (101, East Bay, etc.)
The expansion of Caltrain service and the subsequently required grade separations are
forcing a full re-evaluation of how East-West traffic travels across the Caltrain line. In
the case of North Palo Alto, the City of Palo Alto and Stanford University represent the
two jurisdictions that share the crossings. The potential closure of some existing atgrade crossings is being considered (Churchill and Palo Alto Avenue), which could
increase traffic on existing grade separations (Embarcadero and University Avenue)
that may then need to be upgraded and expanded to handle the increased flow.
In addition, both Palo Alto train stations (University and California Avenue) will likely
need to be scaled differently to reflect passenger demand. Significant changes may
include improved circulation for all modes, bus/shuttle stops, parking lots or garages for
vehicles and bikes, drop-off areas.
The Tri-Party Agreement Role
Since the 1980’s, the Stanford GUPs have been framed by the Tri-Party Agreement
(Santa Clara County, Palo Alto and Stanford) which embodies a recognition of how the
three parties are intertwined and their respective responsibilities. This agreement
effectively acknowledges Stanford as its own jurisdiction under the governance of the
county. The GUP is the means under the Tri-Party Agreement framework by which the
county can obligate Stanford to meet its fair share of what will be a very costly and
significant project. The Agreement requires Stanford to provide for “all municipal
services”. Roadway and transit services are essential municipal services that Stanford
should share the responsibility to provide. Stanford’s Marguerite bus system, which by
necessity extends beyond the campus boundaries, is a key part of their transit service
obligation. Stanford must also meet this emerging grade separation roadway and transit
obligation.
Recommended Actions
The City of Palo Alto currently has underway a multimillion-dollar program to evaluate
grade separation design alternatives, their impacts and select alternatives for
implementation. The VTA Measure B tax is providing the initial significant down
payment for design and construction. However, these funds will need to be

supplemented by significant local and regional/state dollars. Because the design
selection and cost determination will not be resolved prior to the GUP and Development
Agreement approvals, the Stanford fair share dollar amounts will need to be determined
subsequent to the GUP approval. Consequently, the Development Agreement should
include language that frames Stanford’s fair share obligation for amounts to be
determined based on the costs and the portion of those costs that will need to be
borne by the two local jurisdictions, Palo Alto and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Pat Burt
Palo Alto resident and former Mayor of Palo Alto
patburt11@gmail.com
Nadia Naik
Palo Alto resident and Co-founder, Californians Advocating Responsible Rail Design
nadianaik@gmail.com
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Subject:
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Attachments:

Dave Shen
Council, City; Shikada, Ed
David Shen; Jason Matlof; Monica; Jeff Brown; De Geus, Robert; Apex Strategies; etty.mercurio@aecom.com
Ideas for Palo Alto Ave (and Embarcadero as well)
Wednesday, January 23, 2019 10:21:57 AM
Embarcadero and Palo Alto Ave Concepts v7.pptx

Hi all,
First, we appreciate once again you all spending a late night listening to us and hashing out
issues on the grade separation project.
I wanted to resend the presentation I made last December, as I continue to hear we have no
options at Palo Alto Avenue. It seems to us that there are still possibilities to consider that
provide possible and viable solutions at that intersection. One of those, an idea involving a
viaduct, is becoming more plausible if we consider Menlo Park City Council's recent
decisions:
https://www.almanacnews.com/news/2019/01/16/new-menlo-park-council-reverses-decisionon-caltrain-separations
It seems as though a viaduct which continues from Menlo Park into North Palo Alto is more
possible now. Having said the above, I'm not necessarily advocating for a viaduct, but I am
saying there is more that can be done over and above the initial explorations we've done.
In light of our sketches and this new information from Menlo Park, I would like to urge
Council and Staff to amend their thinking regarding what is possible at the Palo Alto Ave
intersection, to put on their creative thinking caps, and to spend some more time studying what
is possible there.
If you like, we would love to come over and brainstorm with you on the possibilities, both for
Palo Alto Ave and Embarcadero, where there are some great ideas sparked by Josh Mello to
mitigate traffic there and substantially improve conditions for the residents around that
underpass from how they are now.
Thank you for your kind consideration,
David Shen
NOPA

Embarcadero and
Palo Alto Ave Concepts
David Shen, Tony Carrasco, Jason Matlof
V7 12-12-18

Concept Goals
• STIMULATE THINKING AND POSSIBILITIES
• TREAT TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS IN PALO ALTO AS A SYSTEM
• ADVOCATE FOR ADDING EMBARCADERO TO WORK PLAN
• ADVOCATE FOR EXPANDED THINKING ON PALO ALTO AVE

Embarcadero Ave

Goals
• Upgrade/update old 1930s structure.
• Reduce traffic flow in neighborhood streets.
• Increase safety and access for pedestrians and cyclists.
• Fix traffic lights between Alma and El Camino.
• Do all this without property takings

Concept 1: Josh Mello – Curve Embarcadero to the south,
add exit loop onto Embarcadero West.

Orange= original
path of Embarcadero

Exit loop
Traffic light

Traffic light

Concept 2: Josh Mello – Curve Embarcadero to the south,
add left exit lane from Alma North onto Embarcadero West.

Orange= original
path of Embarcadero

Left exit lane
Traffic light

Traffic light

Concept 3: Exit ramp from Alma North onto Embarcadero
West. Curve Embarcadero to south

Traffic light

Orange= original
path of Embarcadero

Exit ramp from Kingsley to
Embarcadero West

Traffic light

Concept 4: Tony Carrasco – Create traffic circle between
Alma and Embarcadero

I
/

'

...

Palo Alto Ave

Goals
• Maintain access from Alma to El Camino into Menlo Park.
• Maintain pedestrian/cyclist access
• Protect historic bridge and El Palo Alto tree.
• Do all this without property takings

Concept 1: Shift new road to El Camino to the south, change location in park
area of El Camino Park. Add sloping down road alongside Alma to drop down
to underpass. If 2% grade, slope down begins at Everett.
2 lanes slope up to meet El Camino, approx.
2-4% grade

Adjacent drop down
2 lanes, approx. 2-3%
grade

Train tracks remain
at same level

Traffic light
governs flow

Concept 1a: Shift new road to El Camino to the south, change location in park
area of El Camino Park. Add sloping down road alongside Alma to drop down
to underpass. If 5% grade, slope can start in/around Hawthorne.
2 lanes slope up to meet El Camino, approx.
5% grade

Adjacent drop down
2 lanes, approx. 5%
grade

Train tracks remain
at same level

Traffic light
governs flow

Concept 2: Tony Carrasco – Create rail viaduct from Menlo Park through Palo
Alto downtown, change path of train tracks around historic bridge
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TO REPEAT:
• AGAIN: CONCEPTS TO STIMULATE THINKING AND CREATIVITY
• ADVOCATE FOR EMBARCADERO TO BE INSERTED INTO THE WORK PLAN
NOW
• ADVOCATE FOR MORE STUDY ON PALO ALTO AVE
• GOALS:

• MAKE PALO ALTO OVERALL A BETTER ENVIRONMENT FOR CARS, BIKES, AND
PEDESTRIANS
• PRESERVE *ALL* NEIGHBORHOODS’ INTEGRITY
• DO IT ALL WITHOUT PROPERTY TAKINGS

We Are Already in the ”Red Zone”
Trains/Day
180
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RED ZONE = 7 YEARS

100
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Estimated construction time = 10 years

40
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Data: AECOM
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2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

RED ZONE
• The RED ZONE grows in time every month/year we delay.
• MINIMIZE THE RED ZONE = MINIMIZE DISRUPTION AND DISCOMFORT!
• Advocate for:
•
•
•
•

Speed up: more parallel work
Minimize delays in decisions
Don’t get trapped in endless study and information gathering
Make decisions and stick with them

• MINIMIZE THE RED ZONE!

APPENDIX

About Grade and
Grade Standards

4. Grades (slope) and Why They Matter
/

RISE

- - x 100 =GRADE o/o
RUN

GRADE
Rt SE-+

RUN /#

•

The steepness (slope) of the road/track is known as the grade.

•

Percent grade is how much the road or track rises (in feet) for every 100
feet of distance (the run).

1% grade means for every 100 ft along track, the train climbs 1 ft in height.
2% grade means the train rises 2 feet in the same 100 feet of run (so it's
steeper).
To go up 10 ft, you need 1000 feet of runway (1%), but at 2o/o you only need
500 feet of runway. Steeper grades make for cheaper projects!
Hatch Mott study for Palo Alto: 1% trench cost $1.15 Billion
2% trench cost $480 millionl
10/18/17

CAIRRID

Californi.ansAd~ocati.ng
Responsible Rail Design

Graphic below presented by City of Palo
Alto 9/16/17 Community V\forkshop #1

Grade Standards Impact Projects
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•

Design standards govern steepness of
roads and tracks

•

For bikes/peds, ADA requires max 5°/o
grade (1 O ft min clearance)
Roadways can go up to 8°/o grade (1 5 ft
clearance)
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Trains need a more gradual grade than
cars, bikes/peds
Caltrain has a design standard of 1°/o
grade with a possibility of going up to
2°/o grade with permission (not on
chart!).

•

Based on what we know, 2°/o grade is
possible (Caltrain standards , UP Contract)

•

Freight trains can go 2°/o and High Speed
Rail can go 4-6°/o (all prefer flatter)
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Attachments:

Adam Brand
Council, City; Fine, Adrian; Kou, Lydia; De Geus, Robert
"Adam Brand"
Proposal for rail at grade with comprehensive traffic plan
Monday, January 28, 2019 1:04:42 AM
Caltrain crossing proposals 2019_01a.pdf

Dear Rail Committee Members and Rob De Geus:
Palo Alto needs a complete solution for the rail which provides acceptable quality of life, improved
traffic movement, better bike/ped safety and affordable cost.   Please read the attached proposal for
a rail at-grade / car under rail solution which I think provides a reasonable balance of all the
requirements. This proposal is similar in some ways to the Road Under Rail ideas which have been
discussed.   The advantage in the attached proposal is that it simultaneously addresses the need for
four rail tracks while fully addressing the needed auto, bike and pedestrian transportation needs.   If
you implement a system like the one proposed here it will improve traffic movement in the city by
eliminating bottlenecks at the rail crossings.
Both the tunnel and viaduct options have severe problems.   The tunnel option is unaffordable.   The
viaduct option will disrupt the quality of life in a swath of the city hundreds of yards wide.   Please
review the high speed rail systems in Japan, Taiwan and Europe and you will understand.
A key part of this plan is that traffic at Charleston and Meadow should flow freely, both along Alma
and across the tracks.   To enable this I propose complimentary turns be available at Charleston and
Meadow.   For example I propose that while you cannot make a left turn from Alma at Charleston,
you can at Meadow.    The idea is to focus on the flow of traffic on Charleston to/from highway 101,
while using Meadow for local turns.    Similarly, I propose we eliminate traffic at Churchill, but greatly
improve traffic flow at Embarcadero to compensate it. A few compromises are needed in the turns
possible at each intersection, and with that we can have an affordable and very effective road
system.
Naturally, there are many exact solutions one can make based on rail at-grade with road under rail.  
I hope this proposal helps grow attention to this most practical solution.
Thanks
-Adam Brand
Ramona Street, Palo Alto

Comprehensive Proposal for
High Speed Rail Service in
Palo Alto with Grade
Separation
Jan 2019

Prepared by Adam Brand

Proposal for Rail At-Grade in Palo Alto
•

Proposal: rail at grade / autos under / ped over

•

Rail at-grade provides the lowest cost and safest solution
– All surface rail crossings to be closed, access fully closed off
– Extend successful strategy used at Oregon, University and Embarcadero

•

Rail at-grade will be more quiet than elevated rail
– Option to build sound wall as needed

•

Safeer auto/ped/bike crossings can be achieved at reasonable cost
– Primarily use auto tunnel and ped flyover solutions at crossings
– Improved traffic flow will be achieved by eliminating rail crossings and signals

•

Four rail tracks should be provided to enable express and local service
– Express lanes should be placed in the center

Notes to Reader
•

This rail at-grade proposal is more practical than trench & viaduct options

•

The most likely solution to be driven by CA HSR is a tall viaduct

•

Palo Alto needs to get a realistic rail plan in place before CA HSR and
Caltrans electrification projects lock in an undesirable solution

•

Ped overcrossings are provided because it is the safest option

Option Comparison
•

At-grade 4 track rail is the best option which is affordable

Metric

At-grade 4 rails
Close all grade crossings

Stack: express in tunnel
/Caltrain at grade
Close all grade crossings

Stack: express on viaduct
/Caltrain at grade
Close all grade crossings

>$1000 range
Not affordable

$500-1000M range

Cost

$250-500M range

Noise

Slightly worse than present due to Similar to present
express trains. Possible
mitigation with sound walls

Much higher than present

Construction

4 tracks provides flexibility

Requires shoofly

Requires shoofly

Environmental
impact

Lowest

High – creek interference

Requires deep pilings

Traffic Mitigation

Best. Multiple signals eliminated.
Some turns redirected.

Similar, assuming all grade Similar, assuming all grade
crossings are closed
crossings are closed

Danger to
community

Best – all access eliminated

Similar, assuming all grade Similar, assuming all grade
crossings are closed
crossings are closed
Note, if road / Caltrain grade crossings are not eliminated than traffic
and community danger remains medium / high risk

Best

Medium

Worst

•
•

Overall Recommendations

Build 4 adjacent tracks with total width of 52 feet at grade
Build road over and under-crossings to eliminate all track crossings

Location

Recommended Solutions for Rail & Road

Recommended Solutions for bike/ped

Rail/auto cost

Ped/bike cost

Palo Alto
Avenue

Two lane straight underpass

Two lane flyover bridge

25-50M

10M

University Ave Widen station area to 100 feet

10-20M

Embarcadero

Widen rail bridge at grade
Eliminate traffic signal at T&C crossing

Flyover bridge at Town & country crossing 10-20M

10M

Churchill

Close through traffic at tracks

Flyover at Paly

10M

Embarcadero

Widen rail bridge at grade
Left hand turn tunnel into Paly campus

Flyover at Paly

California

Widen platform gap from 30’ to 52’

Oregon

Widen rail bridge at grade

Meadow

Two lane tunnel straight on Meadow
Two left turn flyovers

Shared flyover structure with road

50-100M
25-50M

Charleston

Four lane tunnel on Charleston with two
right turn ramps

Three sided bridge with four entry points

50-100M

20M

San Antonio

Tunnel for Showers Drive. Widen station
over Showers Drive to 52’ gap

MV cost

MV cost

210-420M

80M

10-20M +
25-50M

10M

5-10M

Total estimate not including rail grade

Cost estimates on this slide are very high level estimates based on other project cost per unit length and figures reported in Palo Alto Weekly

Rail Pitch
•
•
•
•

Rail spacing is 4’ 8.5”
Rail cars are up to 10’ 8” wide
Present Caltrain track uses a rail pitch of 13’
Recommendation: four train rails with pitch = 13’ -> 52’ wide track zone

•

A 52’ right of way can be created in Palo Alto with minimal incursion into
adjacent property based on an areal survey
Platform gap of 52’ is needed at Calif Ave and San Antonio stations for
local service
Station width of 100’ is needed at Univ Ave to serve local and express

•
•

Palo Alto Ave
•
•
•

Close off rail pathway
Provide tunnel under tracks for road
Build bridge for bike / ped. New crosswalks provide access to bridge
Straight underpass for
cars

BikePed bridge over tracks

crosswalk
crosswalk

University Ave
•

Redo Palo Alto Station to be 4 tracks wide with 20 foot platforms (100 ft)

Widen 4 lane train
station depot to
100 feet

Embarcadero
•

Widen rail bridge to 52-60 feet wide

Widen rail
crossing

Embarcadero Traffic Improvements
•
•

Focus: Improve traffic flow
Build ped overcrossing from PAHS to Embarcadero to eliminate signal

Convert Embarcadero left
lane to PAHS to tunnel
Eliminate Left turn signal in
rush hour

Build ped bridge
/ eliminate signal

Churchill
•
•

Close through traffic
Add bike / ped bridge

California Ave
•

Widen train station platform-platform spacing from 30’ to 52’
– Redo parking. Possible need for parking structure

•

Allows express lanes to be added down center-line

Widen platform gap
to 52 feet to
accommodate
express service

Oregon Expressway
•

Widen rail bridge to 52-60 feet wide

•
•
•
•
•

Meadow

Keep normal traffic signal for left turns on Alma and E Meadow
Right northbound lane on Alma: flyover to W Meadow (include bike/ped)
Right eastbound lane on W Meadow: flyover to tunnel to W Meadow (include bike/ped)
Add lanes on Alma at Meadow crossing to maintain merging + traffic lanes
Optional: One lane per direction tunnel straight from E Meadow to W Meadow
Not shown: four
straight traffic
lanes on Alma

Surface lane
Flyover lane
Tunnel lane

Convert parking
area to add more
traffic lanes to Alma

Flyover also serves
as bike/ped bridge

•
•
•
•

Charleston

Priority here is continuation of Charleston traffic to 101
Four lane underpass on Charleston
Three sided bike/ped bridge
Eliminate traffic signal at Charleston / Alma

Surface lane
Flyover
Tunnel lane

Not shown: four
straight traffic
lanes on Alma

Right Alma
tunnel lane can
turn right onto
Charleston

Right Charleston tunnel
lane can turn right onto
Alma

•
•
•

San Antonio – Mountain View Connect

Cut and cover San Antonio Cir / Showers Drive
Widen track at San Antonio Station over Showers Drive to build platform\
Possible need to move San Antonio support pillars at Showers Drive

Widen platform gap
to 52 feet to
accommodate
express service

Tunnel lane

Cost References
•
•
•
•

Palo Alto Ave to San Antonio distance: 3.7 miles
Elevated track construction cost ~130M / mile: cost $480M
Cost of tunneling: 400M / mile
Cost of bike/ped bridge ~$10M per unit

•

Palo Alto Weekly 1/25/2019 costs:
– Viaduct: $400-$450M (no road mitigations defined)
– Tunnel: $600-800M, or “billions” (no road mitigations defined)

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nadia Naik
Council, City
De Geus, Robert; Shikada, Ed; Minor, Beth; Elizabeth Alexis
Public Comment for City Council Agenda Item #7 - Rail
Tuesday, January 22, 2019 3:42:48 PM
CARRD public comment for City Council Jan 22 2019.pdf

Attached please find CARRD's comment for tonight's City Council Meeting agenda
item #7 Discussion and Project Update on Connecting Palo Alto

To: City Council
From: CARRD (Nadia Naik – nadianaik@gmail.com)
Date: January 21, 2019
Re: Public Comment on Staff Report

CARRD sent in a public comment for the December 17th, 2018 meeting with the
following recommendations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Agendize future discussion of Criteria and Process
Include Loma Verde Bike Crossing
Amend Scope of Work: include Freight-less Tunnel
Do not eliminate alternatives YET!
Approve inclusion of PA Avenue into University Ave area plan - shorten timeline

In addition, we have an additional 2 points we’d like to convey:
1. Loma Verde Bike Crossing – Move it to NVCAP study:
Upon further study, we’d like to change our recommendation for the Loma Verde
bike crossing. We would like to support the Staff Report’s recommendation to remove
it from the grade separation studies. However, we’d recommend it be added to the
North Ventura Coordinated Area Plan project (NVCAP).
The NVCAP is a well funded study that will already be looking at issues such as
transportation and Safe Routes to School. Given the importance of the bike path to
allow better connectivity across the tracks, we think it makes sense to include it as part
of the NVCAP scope of work.
Additionally, Measure B has money that is available for Bicycle improvements and the
Loma Verde bike path (South Palo Alto Bike Path) is on the list of eligible projects. See
Attachment A of : http://vtaorgcontent.s3-us-west1.amazonaws.com/Site_Content/ResolutionNo%202016%2006%2017%20(2).pdf
(It is also identified in the VTA 2040 Plan where it is known as project “B98” and
described as “Palo Alto South Palo Alto Caltrain Bicycle and Pedestrian Grade

Separation - Construct grade-separated bike/ped crossing between California Ave.
Caltrain station and at-grade crossing on E. Meadow Ave. – estimated cost $8 million)
See: http://www.vta.org/sfc/servlet.shepherd/document/download/069A0000001e96jIAA
2. Downtown Coordinated Area Plan – include Palo Alto Ave and
Churchill/Embarcadero in Impact Zone
CARRD supports the idea of a separate Coordinated Area Plan for the downtown area
since the issues related to both existing grade separations (University Ave) and future
potential grade separations (Palo Alto Ave) also include significant Land Use issues and
technical issues and should be considered together.
We have stated before that Churchill and Embarcadero are inextricably linked from a
circulation perspective. To some extent, however, Embarcadero is also linked to
University Avenue’s existing grade separation. One of the reasons Embarcadero has so
much traffic is because the University Ave grade separation does not handle the current
traffic capacity adequately. If a downtown coordinated area plan considered the
reconfiguration of the Intermodal Transit Center, including having other streets such as
Lytton and Hamilton go through to El Camino (as has been proposed in numerous
previous studies of the area), then the impact of adding multiple additional East/West
crossings in downtown would likely have a measurable impact on circulation –with
impacts/changes extending down to Embarcadero.
As such, we would recommend that Churchill and Embarcadero be included NOT in any
land use zone considered by a Downtown Coordinated Area plan, but certainly in the
adjacent “Impact zone” related to transportation (the circulation/transportation sphere of
influence).
In general, there are typically more dollars available for redesigning station areas, and
thus including the station and surrounding area as part of a Downtown Coordinated
Area Plan would likely allow us to access more money to address circulation issues in
North Palo Alto.
As a reminder, Measure A from 2000 had significant dollars set aside for planning for
the Intermodal Transit Center (University Ave station) and Measure B also has some
additional money set aside for it as well (not from the grade separation portion – but in
another bucket).

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Annette Ross
Council, City
Rail Corridor
Sunday, January 27, 2019 7:54:18 PM

Before decisions that impact the rail corridor are made, can you inform the public of the likely “end game” for that
corridor? We know electrification is underway. What about high speed rail? Is it likely that this city will someday
need to accommodate HSR through town? Shouldn’t we at least try to ascertain those odds BEFORE tearing the
corridor apart for grade separation purposes?    Whatever is decided regarding grade separation, the expense is going
to be considerable and it would be crushing to absorb that cost and endure the upheaval only to face ripping up the
finished product in some number of years to accommodate HSR. I know that it is not always possible to pause on
major decisions but it seems to me that it would be prudent to know all that we can about the future of HSR before
embarking on a costly endeavor only to learn that its useful life is limited - unless one or more of the options under
consideration can accommodate HSR.
And doesn’t the future of HSR also impact where housing goes in the transit corridor? Does it make sense to add
hundreds of high-density housing units in a transit corridor with an iffy future? Who assumes the risk if added
housing later has to be removed and residents displaced? Given the numbers that are being discussed, the relocation
benefit could be very, very high.
And to the extent the grade separation decision impinges on housing, while I do not know enough about rail to know
which of the options is best, common sense tells me that this city should not choose any plan that eliminates
housing.
I realize you are tackling multiple major issues simultaneously and I thank you for your time. Members of the
public sometimes stand up and urge you to have the courage to do the right thing. Right now, I am urging you to
take the time to know what the right thing is because we are flat out of wiggle room.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Lindgren
Council, City
Rail Crossings
Wednesday, January 16, 2019 2:29:15 PM

Dear Palo Alto City Council,
I recommend that a viaduct be used for the Meadow and Charleston rail crossings. The viaduct has
some import features.
1. No shoofly is needed in the construction, there will be minimal interruption.
2. Once the viaduct is in operation, it will take only a day or two to get the roads underneath up
to full height.
3. The area underneath the viaduct will be open for walking, running, and other outdoor
activities.
I also recommend that the council keep an open mind on a viaduct through out the city. In that way,
Churchill and Palo Alto Ave. could be kept open.
Also I recommend that the tunnel open be taken off the list of possible options. There is no money
to complete this very expensive idea. The trench option should also be taken off the list of possible
ideas as there are too many unsolved issues to deal with.
Thank you,
Gary Lindgren

Gary Lindgren
585 Lincoln Ave
Palo Alto CA 94301
650-326-0655
Check Out Latest Seismometer Reading

@garyelindgren

Listen to Radio Around the World

Be Like Costco... do something in a different way
Don't trust Atoms...they make up everything

A part of good science is to see what everyone else can see but
    think what no one else has ever said.
The difference between being very smart and very foolish is
    often very small.
So many problems occur when people fail to be obedient when

    they are supposed to be obedient, and fail to be creative when
    they are supposed to be creative.
The secret to doing good research is always to be a little
    underemployed. You waste years by not being able to waste
    hours.
It is sometimes easier to make the world a better place than to
    prove you have made the world a better place.
                               Amos Tversky

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Lindgren
Council, City
Railroad Grade Crossings
Friday, January 25, 2019 3:07:47 PM

Dear City Council Members,
I attended the January 22nd council meeting on rail crossings. During the public testimony, I heard
many people that were concerned that Churchill Ave. would be closed as a solution for grade
separation. There is a way to keep Churchill open without taking property. I recommend that AeCom
study using a viaduct to clear Churchill. The rail bed would start rising at Palo Alto Ave. and by the
time it reaches Churchill, the viaduct would be 21 feet high. Road traffic would now be able to drive
underneath the viaduct with no issues. This also includes students walking or on bikes going to/from
Palo Alto High School. The viaduct would then continue on all the way to San Antonio and meet at
grade for the Mt. View San Antonio station. For most of the distance through Palo Alto, no shoofly
would be needed and the construction time would be shorter than the berm for Meadow and
Charleston hybrid solution. I like the viaduct because we would have access to the area below and
we can see through it and it’s only five feet higher than the hybrid idea. I noticed that many people
have commented on the “City struggles to decide on rail redesign” article on Palo Alto Online that
they would prefer a viaduct solution.
Thank you,
Gary Lindgren

Gary Lindgren
585 Lincoln Ave
Palo Alto CA 94301
650-326-0655
Check Out Latest Seismometer Reading

@garyelindgren

Listen to Radio Around the World

Be Like Costco... do something in a different way
Don't trust Atoms...they make up everything

A part of good science is to see what everyone else can see but
    think what no one else has ever said.

The difference between being very smart and very foolish is
    often very small.
So many problems occur when people fail to be obedient when
    they are supposed to be obedient, and fail to be creative when
    they are supposed to be creative.
The secret to doing good research is always to be a little
    underemployed. You waste years by not being able to waste
    hours.
It is sometimes easier to make the world a better place than to
    prove you have made the world a better place.
                               Amos Tversky

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Dennis Smith
Council, City
Dennis Smith; Ellen Smith
Surprise Cancellation of Tonight"s Meeting on the Rail Corridor
Wednesday, January 23, 2019 7:09:39 PM

We arrived at the Mitchell Park Community Center for tonight's 6:00pm meeting on the Rail Corridor. We had to be
told by a Center staff member that the meeting had been cancelled.
This is a terrible way to develop community support for any plan. Without information on alternatives, we might as
well leave things as they are. In fact, this would be by far the cheapest (zero cost) solution. So all the people, who
don't like any of the various alternatives, have to wait longer at the grade crossings. That seems to be the de facto
'solution' toward which the City is moving.

Dennis and Ellen Smith

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rachel Kellerman
Council, City; Shikada, Ed; De Geus, Robert
We Appreciate Your Attention to Neighborhood Traffic Concerns
Wednesday, January 23, 2019 3:38:50 PM

Dear Honorable City Council Members, Mr Shikada, Mr de Geus,
Thank you for your attention to our concerns about the traffic and pedestrian/bike safety
consequences of closing either or both Churchill Avenue  Palo Alto Avenue on the University
South and Professorville neighborhoods. We look forward to the traffic study and are
encouraged to hear that you are looking at the relationships between Churchill/Embarcadero
and University/Palo Alto Avenue crossings. We ask that you also take into account the traffic
growth projected by the Stanford GUP and the traffic pattern changes that will emerge from a
downtown comprehensive plan. We recognize the distances between Palo Alto Avenue and
Churchill are significant, but with the advent of WAZE and other traffic avoidance apps,
traffic patterns have changed in our town and towns across the United States and will continue
to diverge from normal geographic patterns of movement. The City should recognize this fact
and plan accordingly. Ideally the traffic study can capture where the traffic is headed and
create models regarding how it is likely to be diverted in the event of any closures.
We want to emphasize that we do not in any way want to slow down this complicated
evaluation process, but we do ask that the evaluation of each crossing be transparent,
comprehensive, comprehensible, and forward-thinking. A robust and thoughtful traffic
circulation study seems like the best first step.   
Below please see the message Rachel sent to staff and Council in November as it relates to
Council Member DuBois’ request for clarification regarding decision criteria. We hope that
you will ask the consultants to use the full decision criteria as listed on the Grade Separation
Criteria Fact Sheet (#8) during the evaluation process for every crossing:
https://pagradesep.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/City_of_Palo_Alto_FactsheetV2.pdf
Maintain or improve local access while reducing regional traffic on neighborhood streets.
Respectfully,
Tom and Rachel Kellerman
Message sent in November:
Dear Honorable City Council Members, Mr Shikada, Mr de Geus,
I attended the CAP meeting yesterday and was dismayed that the decision making criteria
concerning the local traffic impacts of all rail grade crossing options was omitted from the
Connecting Palo Alto mailer that is being sent to all Palo Alto addresses. Criteria bullet point
8 on the mailer reads: Maintain or improve local access while on the Connecting Palo Alto
Fact Sheet posted on the Connecting Palo Alto webpage it reads: Maintain or improve local
access while reducing regional traffic on neighborhood streets. (References:
https://pagradesep.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/City_of_Palo_Alto_FactsheetV2.pdf   I
have also attached my copy of the mailer-apologies for the scribbles.)

Why is this important? Council has instructed staff to consider neighborhood traffic impacts
when weighing all rail grade crossing options. Neighborhood traffic impacts should not be an
afterthought, but an integral part of the consideration process. I don’t have enough
neighborhood input to speak authoritatively on a number of issues related to rail grade
crossings, but I know without a doubt that neighborhood traffic is a huge concern for
Professorville neighbors if Churchill and Palo Alto Avenue are closed to East/West traffic.
Neighborhood traffic reduction criteria also did not appear on the “decision matrix” slides that
were presented yesterday.
We are not asking for the mailer to be reprinted but we are asking that all future
communication, especially the decision making matrices that are presented at community
meetings, include the entire criteria as agreed upon by the Council and posted on the CAP
webpage: Maintain or improve local access while reducing regional traffic on neighborhood
streets.
As always, we greatly appreciate all your hard work on this difficult and complicated matter.
Regards,
Rachel Kellerman

